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A cyclic extension of the earthquake flow I

FRANCESCO BONSANTE

GABRIELE MONDELLO

JEAN-MARC SCHLENKER

Let T be Teichmüller space of a closed surface of genus at least 2 . We describe
an action of the circle on T � T , which limits to the earthquake flow when one
of the parameters goes to a measured lamination in the Thurston boundary of T .
This circle action shares some of the main properties of the earthquake flow, for
instance it satisfies an extension of Thurston’s Earthquake Theorem and it has a
complex extension which is analogous and limits to complex earthquakes. Moreover,
a related circle action on T � T extends to the product of two copies of the universal
Teichmüller space.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we consider a closed, oriented surface S of genus at least 2. We denote
by TS , or simply by T , the Teichmüller space of S , and by MLS , or simply by ML,
the space of measured laminations on S .

1.1 Earthquakes on hyperbolic surfaces

Given a measured lamination � 2MLS , we denote by E� the left earthquake along �
on S . E� is a real-analytic map from TS to TS ; see Thurston [42], Kerckhoff [20]
and McMullen [28]. Recall that, in the simplest case where � is supported on the
simple closed curve  with mass a, if h 2 TS is a hyperbolic metric on S , E�.h/

is obtained by cutting .S; h/ open along the minimizing geodesic homotopic to  ,
rotating the left-hand side of  by a, and gluing back.

We consider here the earthquake flow, which can be defined as a map

EW R� T �ML! T �ML;
.t; h; �/ 7! .Et�.h/; �/:
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We call Et the corresponding map from T �ML to T �ML, and will also use the
notation E�.h/ WDE1.h; �/.

Earthquakes have a number of interesting properties, of which we can single the
following.

(1) The earthquake flow defined above is indeed a flow: for all s; t 2 R, we have
Es ıEt DEsCt .

(2) Thurston’s Earthquake Theorem (see [20]): for any h; h0 2 T , there is a unique
� 2ML such that E�.h/D h0 .

(3) For fixed � 2MLS and h 2 TS , the map

R! TS ;

t 7!E�t�.h/;

extends to a holomorphic map on a simply connected domain in C containing
all complex numbers with nonnegative imaginary part; see [28]. This defines
the notion of “complex earthquake”.

(4) When considered on imaginary numbers, complex earthquakes correspond to
conformal grafting maps gr , which are related to complex earthquakes by
gr.t; �/.h/DEit�.h/. The conformal grafting map grW R�0 � T �ML! T
is actually obtained by composing the projective grafting map

GrW R�0 � T �ML! P;

where P is the space of complex projective structures on S , with the forgetful
map P! T sending a CP1 –structure to the underlying complex structure.

(5) Thurston (see Kulkarni and Pinkall [23]) proved that, for all s > 0, Grs is a
homeomorphism from T �ML to P .

1.2 The landslide flow

We introduce a flow on Teichmüller space which in a way extends the earthquake flow,
and which shares the properties described above. The corresponding deformations
are “smoother” than earthquakes, but earthquakes are limits in a natural sense. This
motivates the term “landslide” that we use here. This deformation depends not on a
measured lamination but rather on a hyperbolic metric h? 2 T and it determines a flow

LW T � T �S1
! T � T ;

.h; h?; ei� / 7!Lei� ;h?.h/:
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We denote by Lei� W T �T ! T �T the corresponding map seen as depending on the
parameter ei� .

We will also use the notation L1 for the composition of L with the projection on the
first factor, so that L1 is a map from S1 � T � T to T . L1

ei� will denote the same
map, considered as depending on the parameter ei� 2 S1 , so it is a map from T � T
to T . Thus L1

ei� is the analog of the earthquake map EW T �ML! T .

When the metrics h and h? are fixed, we can consider the image of the map S1 3 ei� 7!

L1
ei� .h; h

?/ 2 T as a circle in Teichmüller space in which h and h? are antipodal
points. When h? converges (projectively) to a measured lamination � at the Thurston
boundary of Teichmüller space, such a circle converges to the earthquake line Et�.h/.
A more precise statement, Theorem 1.12, can be found below.

This “landslide flow” shares the main properties of the earthquake flow recalled above:

(1) L is a flow on T � T —depending on the definition: checking this can be
nontrivial; see Theorem 1.8.

(2) We prove an analog of Thurston’s Earthquake Theorem; see Theorem 1.15.

(3) For fixed h; h? 2 T , the map L�.h; h
?/W S1! T extends to a holomorphic map

from the closed unit disk x� to T ; see Theorem 5.1. This defines the “complex
landslide” which are analogs of the “complex earthquakes”.

(4) For r 2 .0; 1/, the complex landslide Lr corresponds to what we call here
“smooth grafting”, which is analogous to grafting in our context and we denote by
sgrr W T �T !T the map defined as Lr W T �T !T �T followed by projection
on the first factor. It is obtained by composing a map SGrW .0; 1/� T � T ! P
with the natural projection from P to T .

(5) For all r 2 .0; 1/, the map SGr.r; �; �/W .0; 1/�T �T !P is a homeomorphism.

Our notation means that we parameterize the complex landslides using the unit disk
in C rather than the upper half-plane as is customary for complex earthquakes. This
notation is clearly equivalent but using the disk appears more natural in the context of
the landslides considered here.

Considered as a circle action on T � T , the flow L extends to a circle action on the
universal Teichmüller space; see Section 8.

1.3 Example: landslides for flat tori

The main properties of the landslide flow can be better understood by considering the
Teichmüller space of the torus, that is, the space T1 of flat metrics of area 1 on the
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torus, considered up to isotopy. T1 is classically identified with the hyperbolic plane,
and the mapping-class group of the torus with SL2Z.

It is natural to define on T1 the analog of the Weil–Petersson metric, and the analog of
the Teichmüller metric, and both correspond to the hyperbolic metric on H2 (up to a
factor

p
2); see Appendix A.

It is also well-known that earthquakes act on T1 as horocyclic flows on H2 . In
Appendix A it is proven that the landslide flow defined here acts on T1�T1 by sending
.h; h?; ei� / to .h� ; h?� /, where h� and h?

�
are obtained by rotating h and h? by an

angle � around the center c of the segment from h to h? in T1 . It is quite easy to see
that this flow limits to the earthquake flow, as happens in the higher genus case (see
Theorem 1.12 below).

The analog of the Earthquake theorem for the landslide flow is then a simple statement
on the existence of a unique circle in H2 going through two points h; h? on which
they are separated by a fixed angle � . The other properties of the landslide flow
presented here, when considered for flat metrics on the torus, similarly have a simple
interpretation in terms of elementary properties of the hyperbolic plane.

1.4 Harmonic maps and the landslide flow

Consider two hyperbolic metrics c and h on S . A map f W .S; c/! .S; h/ is said to
be harmonic if it is a critical point of the energy E . The energy considered here is

E.f /D
1

2

Z
S

kdf k2!c ;

where !c is the area element of .S; c/ and the norm k � k is defined with respect to the
metric c on the domain and the metric h on the target. Although it is not immediately
apparent in this definition, this notion of harmonicity is conformally invariant on the
domain, because changing c by a factor � multiplies !c by � but divides kdf k2 by
the same factor. So we can regard c as a conformal structure on S rather than a metric.

Theorem 1.1 (Sampson [33], Eells and Sampson [12], Hartman [15], Al’ber [1],
Schoen and Yau [39]) Let c be a conformal class on S , and let h 2 T be a hyperbolic
metric. There is a unique harmonic map f W .S; c/! .S; h/ isotopic to the identity.
Moreover, f is a diffeomorphism.

Consider a C 1 map f W .S; h#/! .S; h/, where h# is a metric in the conformal class
of c . The Hopf differential ˆ.f / of f is a quadratic differential that measures the
traceless part of the pullback of h by f and it is defined by the formula

f �hD eh#
CˆC x̂ ;
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where eD 1
2

trh#.f �h/. If f is harmonic, then ˆ is holomorphic. For f 2C 2 with df

of maximal rank everywhere, the converse also holds; see [33]. It follows from its
definition that ˆ.f / is invariant under conformal changes of the metric h# on S .

Conversely, given a holomorphic quadratic differential ˆ on .S; c/, there exists a
unique hyperbolic metric h on S such that the identity map .S; c/! .S; h/ is harmonic
with Hopf differential ˆ; see [33] and Wolf [43].

This leads to the definition of a flow on T depending on a “center” c 2 T .

Definition 1.2 Let c; h 2 T and let ei� 2 S1 . We define Rc;ei� .h/ as the (unique)
hyperbolic metric h0 on S such that, if f W .S; c/! .S; h/ and f 0W .S; c/! .S; h0/

are the harmonic maps isotopic to the identity, then

ˆ.f 0/D ei�ˆ.f /:

This simple definition is strongly related to the flow L mentioned above, but the relation
is not obvious (see Corollary 1.11), and directly using the definition of R given here
is not convenient. For this reason we give below a different definition of L, which is
more geometric, less directly accessible, but leads to straightforward arguments.

There is another, superficially similar flow on Teichmüller space, the elliptic flow
defined by one of us (Mondello); see [31]. There are only limited similarities between
the two flows, as should be clear from the sequel.

1.5 Minimal Lagrangian maps between hyperbolic surfaces

The constructions considered here depend strongly on the notion of minimal Lagrangian
maps between hyperbolic surfaces. Recall that, given two hyperbolic metrics h and h?

on S , a diffeomorphism mW .S; h/! .S; h?/ is minimal Lagrangian if

� it is area-preserving and orientation-preserving,

� its graph is a minimal surface in .S �S; h˚ h?/.

Theorem 1.3 (Schoen [38], Labourie [25]) Let h; h? be two hyperbolic metrics
on S . There exists a unique minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism mW .S; h/! .S; h?/

isotopic to the identity.

Minimal Lagrangian maps actually have a description in terms of hyperbolic surfaces
only, as follows (see eg [25]).
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Proposition 1.4 If mW .S; h/! .S; h?/ is minimal Lagrangian, then there exists a
bundle map bW TS! TS such that

(i) m�h? D h.b�; b�/;

(ii) b is self-adjoint for h;

(iii) b has determinant 1;

(iv) b satisfies the Codazzi equation: drb D 0, where r is the Levi–Civita connec-
tion of h.

Conversely, if mW S!S is a diffeomorphism for which there exists a map b satisfying
those properties, then m is minimal Lagrangian.

Corollary 1.5 Let h; h? be two hyperbolic metrics on S . There exists a unique
bundle morphism bW TS! TS which is self-adjoint for h, of determinant equal to 1

everywhere, satisfying the Codazzi equation drb D 0, where r is the Levi–Civita
connection of h, and such that h.b�; b�/ is isometric to h? by a diffeomorphism
isotopic to the identity.

A consequence of this Proposition is that for any �; �? 2 T , we can realize � and �?

as a pair of hyperbolic metrics h and h? (not considered up to isometries isotopic to
the identity) so that h? D h.b�; b�/, where b is self-adjoint for h, of determinant 1,
and satisfies the Codazzi equation drb D 0. A pair of metrics with this property will
be called a normalized representative of .�; �?/. Clearly a normalized representative of
.�; �?/ is uniquely determined up to isotopies acting diagonally on both h and on h? .

By abuse of notation, we will sometimes denote by .h; h?/ both a couple of normalized
hyperbolic metrics and its corresponding point in T � T .

1.6 The landslide action on T �T

We now introduce the action L of S1 on T � T . We will see below that it is strongly
related to the map R introduced above.

Definition 1.6 Let h; h? be two hyperbolic metrics on S , and let � 2R. We consider
the bundle morphism bW TS! TS given by Corollary 1.5, and set

(1) ˇ� WD cos.�=2/EC sin.�=2/Jb;

where EW TS! TS is the identity map and J is the complex structure of h on S . We
then define

Lei� .h; h?/ WD .h.ˇ��; ˇ��/; h.ˇ�C��; ˇ�C��//:

Notice that by construction, L1.h; h
?/D .h; h?/, while L�1.h; h

?/D .h?; h/.
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Proposition 1.7 For all � 2R, h.ˇ��; ˇ��/ is a hyperbolic metric on S .

Theorem 1.8 Let h; h? be two hyperbolic metrics on S , let �; � 0 2R. Then

Lei�0 .Lei� .h; h?//DLei.�0C�/.h; h
?/:

In other words, L defines an action of S1 on T � T . We call L the landslide flow, or
landslide action on T � T .

The proofs of Proposition 1.7 and of Theorem 1.8 are in Section 3.3.

1.7 Relations to AdS geometry

We briefly recall some properties of AdS geometry. More details can be found eg by
Mess in [29], by Andersson et al in [2] and in Section 2.

The anti-de Sitter space is a Lorentz analog of hyperbolic 3–space, and it can be defined
as the quadric

AdS3
D fx 2R2;2

j hx;xi D �1g;

where R2;2 D .R4;�dx2
0
� dx2

1
C dx2

2
C dx2

3
/. It is a complete Lorentz manifold of

constant curvature �1 with fundamental group isomorphic to Z.

A manifold N with an AdS metric—a Lorentz metric locally modeled on AdS3 —is
globally hyperbolic and spacially compact (GHC) if

� N contains a closed space-like surface F ,

� any inextendible time-like curve in N intersects F exactly once.

Moreover, N is maximal globally hyperbolic and spacially compact (MGHC) if it is
globally hyperbolic spacially compact and N is maximal for inclusion among (GHC)
manifolds. The definition of a GHC or MGHC de Sitter 3–manifold is analogous.

Mess [29; 2] proved that, if N is a MGHC AdS manifold and x�W S ! N is an
embedding onto a closed space-like surface F , then N is the quotient of a convex
domain � in AdS3 by an action of the fundamental group of S .

A key feature of AdS3 is that the identity component of its isometry group is isomorphic
to SL2.R/� SL2.R/=Z2 , which is the double cover of PSL2.R/� PSL2.R/. As a
consequence, the action of �1.S/ on � decomposes as .�l ; �r /, where �l and �r are
morphisms from �1.S/ to PSL2.R/. It was proved in [29] that these morphisms have
maximal Euler number, so that they correspond to points in the Teichmüller space of S .
Maximal globally hyperbolic spacially compact AdS spaces are uniquely determined
by these left and right representations; see [29; 2].
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Normalized metrics can be used to produce equivariant space-like embeddings of zS
into AdS3 of constant curvature. Let us recall that an embedding � W zS ! AdS3 is
space-like if it induces a Riemannian metric on S , which is called the first fundamental
form of the embedding. Any space-like embedding determines a normal field z� such
that hz�; z�i D �1 and z� is future-oriented. The shape operator of the embedding is
zB DSrz� where Sr is the restriction of the Levi–Civita connection of AdS3 to �. zS/. It

can be easily shown that zB is a self-adjoint operator of T zS . The second fundamental
form of � is the symmetric two-tensor defined by zII.zv; zw/D h zBzv; zwi, whereas the
third fundamental form is the symmetric tensor defined by zIII.zv; zw/Dh zBzv; zB zwi. The
proof of the following lemma is in Section 2.4.

Lemma 1.9 Let h; h? be a pair of normalized metrics, let � 2 .0; �/. There exists a
unique equivariant embedding .�; �/ of zS in AdS3 with induced metric cos2.�=2/zh

and third fundamental form sin2.�=2/zh? . Moreover, � is the holonomy representation
of an MGHC AdS manifold N : the first factor in Lei� .h; h?/ is the left representation
of N and the first factor in Le�i� .h; h?/ is the right representation of N .

1.8 The center of circles in Teichmüller space

Let h; h? 2 T . For each � 2R, let .h� ; h?� /DLei� .h; h?/. According to Theorem 1.3,
there is a unique minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism m� W .S; h� /! .S; h?

�
/ isotopic

to the identity. We can then consider on S the conformal structure c� of the metric
h� Cm�

�
h?
�

. We call c� the center of .h� ; h?� /. This conformal class of metrics has
some interesting properties, proved in Section 3.4.

Theorem 1.10 (i) m� W S! S is the identity map—that is, the identity is minimal
Lagrangian between .S; h� / and .S; h?

�
/.

(ii) c� does not depend on � , it is equal to a fixed conformal class c .

(iii) Let f� W .S; c/! .S; h� / and f ?
�
W .S; c/! .S; h?

�
/ be the unique harmonic

maps isotopic to the identity. Then f� and f ?
�

have opposite Hopf differentials.

(iv) c is the unique minimum of the functional

E. � ; h/CE. � ; h?/W T !R;

where E.c0; h/ is the energy of the unique harmonic map .S; c0/ ! .S; h/

isotopic to the identity.

(v) For any � 2R,
ˆ.f� /D ei�ˆ.f0/:
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1.9 Obtaining R from L

As a consequence of Theorem 1.10, we find a simple relation between the map R

defined earlier in terms of Hopf differential, and the map L.

Corollary 1.11 Let .h; h?/ be a couple of normalized metrics and let c be the confor-
mal class of hC h? . For any ei� 2 S1 , we have

Lei� .h; h?/D .Rc;� .h/;Rc;�C�.h
?//:

1.10 The earthquake flow as a limit

Theorem 1.12 Let h 2 T , let .h?n/n2N be a sequence of hyperbolic metrics and let
�¤ 0 be a measured lamination. Consider a sequence .�n/n2N of positive real numbers
such that limn!1 �n`h?n

D �.�; �/ in the sense of convergence of the length spectra of
simple closed curves. Then

lim
n!C1

h1
n DE�=2.h/; lim

n!C1
�n`h2

n
D �.�; �/;

where .h1
n; h

2
n/ WDLei�n .h; h

?
n/.

At first sight it would appear more natural to take the limit where the sequence of
centers .cn/ converges projectively to �. However the statement obtained by replac-
ing L by R and h?n by cn in Theorem 1.12 turns out to be false, as proved—in one
example—in Section 7; see Corollary 7.3.

Remark 1.13 In [43], Wolf showed that if c is fixed and h converges to a point Œ��
on the boundary of Teichmüller space, then the horizontal foliation of the Hopf differ-
ential ˆ of the harmonic map f W .S; c/! .S; h/ projectively converges to Œ�� (where
we are canonically identifying measured foliations and measured laminations). Indeed,
the harmonic map f converges to the harmonic map from .S; c/ to the R–tree dual
to �; see Wolf [45].

On the other hand, in [30] Minsky showed that if h is fixed and c goes to some point Œ��
on the boundary of Teichmüller space, then in general the horizontal foliation of the
Hopf differential of the harmonic map f W .S; c/ ! .S; h/ does not (projectively)
converge to Œ�� (though the projective limit points of those horizontal foliations share
the same support of � if c moves along a Teichmüller geodesic).

The fact that the convergence result in Theorem 1.12 holds in contrast with results
in [30] relies on the fact that h? is a hyperbolic metric whereas c is only a conformal
class and Thurston boundary of Teichmüller space is related to the asymptotic behavior
of the hyperbolic invariants of the surface (see [30] for a discussion on this point).
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The heuristic argument motivating Theorem 1.12 involves the convergence of constant
Gauss curvature surfaces to a pleated surface in AdS3 . However, writing a proof based
on these ideas turns out to be more difficult than it appears. A key technical statement is
that minimal Lagrangian maps have a close proximity to Thurston compactification of
Teichmüller space: minimal Lagrangian maps isotopic to the identity provide a correct
normalization to understand the convergence of a sequence of hyperbolic metrics to a
projective measured lamination in Thurston boundary of T , in the following sense.

Theorem 1.14 Let h be a hyperbolic metric on S , and let .h?n/n2N be a sequence
of hyperbolic metrics such that �n`h?n

! �.�; �/, where � is a measured geodesic
lamination, the �n are positive numbers, and the convergence is in the sense of the
length spectrum. For each n, let mnW .S; h/! .S; h?n/ be the minimal Lagrangian
diffeomorphism isotopic to the identity. Then, for every smooth arc ˛ in S that meets
the h–geodesic representative of � transversely and with endpoints not in the support of
(the h–geodesic representative of) �, the length for �2

n m�n.h
?
n/ of the geodesic segment

homotopic to ˛ (with fixed endpoints) converges to the intersection between ˛ and �.

The proof of this theorem involves the convergence of smooth surfaces to a pleated
limit, but in the hyperbolic, rather than the anti-de Sitter, context.

1.11 An extension of the Earthquake Theorem

We can now state an extension to the landslide flow L of Thurston’s Earthquake
Theorem (see [20]). Recall that this theorem states that, given two hyperbolic metrics h

and h0 on a surface, there is a unique measured lamination � such that the left earthquake
along � sends h to h0 .

Theorem 1.15 Let h; h0 2 T and let ei� 2 S1 n f0g. There is a unique h? 2 T such
that L1

ei� .h; h
?/D h0 .

We give in Section 4.2 a simple proof based on a recent result of Barbot, Béguin and
Zeghib [4] on the existence and uniqueness of constant Gauss curvature foliations in
MGHC AdS manifolds.

As an easy consequence, a similar statement holds also for the flow R.

1.12 A complex extension

The earthquake flow has an extension as a map EW SH�T �ML! T , where SH is the
set of complex numbers with nonnegative imaginary part. This map has the property
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that, for any h2 T and any �2ML, the map z 7!E.z; h; �/ is holomorphic; see [28].
It can be defined in terms of grafting, or (for small �) in terms of pleated surfaces in
hyperbolic 3–space.

In Section 5 we prove that the landslide map L defined above has a similar holomorphic
extension where the parameter ei� is replaced by a complex number � in the closed
unit disk. This defines many holomorphic disks in Teichmüller space; see Theorem 5.1.
Similarly to what happens for complex earthquakes, this construction factors through
the space of complex projective structures on S for � ¤ 0, and the complex cyclic
flow provides punctured holomorphic disks in this space. This factorization however
does not extend for � D 0.

The complex landslide map limits to complex earthquakes just as the “real” landslide
flow limits to the earthquake flow; see Theorem 6.1.

We hope at some point in the future to give another proof of the holomorphicity
of this complex landslide map, based on a geometric argument taking place in the
complexification of H3 . This line of argument should also provide a straightforward
and geometric way to understand why complex earthquakes are holomorphic disks.

1.13 Landslide on the universal Teichmüller space

Recall that a homeomorphism of the circle is quasisymmetric if and only if it is the
boundary value of a quasiconformal diffeomorphism of the disk.

Definition 1.16 The universal Teichmüller space TU is the quotient of the group QS
of quasisymmetric homeomorphisms of the circle by left composition by projective
transformations.

The universal Teichmüller space contains embedded copies of the Teichmüller space of
all closed surfaces. Indeed, consider a closed surface S of genus at least 2, a fixed hyper-
bolic metric h# on S and its holonomy representation �#W �1.S/! PSL2.R/. Given
a hyperbolic metric h on S and its holonomy representation �W �1.S/! PSL2.R/,
there is a quasiconformal map zf W H2!H2 conjugating �# and � . Moreover, the
boundary value @ zf W @1H2! @1H2 is uniquely determined by �# and � , and the
map sending h to @ zf is an embedding of TS in TU ; see eg Gardiner and Harvey [14].

Let  W S1 ! S1 be a quasisymmetric homeomorphism. There is (see the first
and third authors [9]) a unique minimal Lagrangian quasiconformal diffeomorphism
mW H2! H2 with @m D  . As for closed surfaces, there is then a unique bundle
morphism bW T H2! T H2 such that
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� b is self-adjoint,

� it satisfies the Codazzi equation drbD0, where r is the Levi–Civita connection
for the hyperbolic metric,

� m�g D g.b�; b�/, where g is the hyperbolic metric on H2 .

For every � 2 R we then consider ˇ� WD cos.�=2/E C sin.�=2/b , where E is the
identity and g� WD g.ˇ��; ˇ��/.

Lemma 1.17 g� is a complete hyperbolic metric on H2 . The identity map between
.H2;g/ and .H2;g� / is quasiconformal (and minimal Lagrangian), and its extension
 � W S

1 ! S1 to the boundary of H2 is quasisymmetric, so that it defines a point
in QS .

In Section 8 we show how to use this fact to construct an extension of L to a nontrivial
circle action L on TU � TU (see Theorem 8.5).

1.14 Content of the paper

In Section 2 we present the background material, concerning in particular the relation
between minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphisms of hyperbolic surfaces and globally
hyperbolic AdS manifolds. In Section 3 we define the landslide flow and prove that it is
indeed a flow (Theorem 1.8) as well as Theorem 1.10. In Section 4 we give the proof of
the extension to the landslide flow of Thurston’s Earthquake Theorem (Theorem 1.15).
Then in Section 5 we construct the complex landslide map, actually as a map from
T � T � Px� to P , where Px� is the pointed closed unit disk in C , and we prove that
it is holomorphic and that it extends over x� as a map to T . Section 6 considers
the limit when the parameter h? converges projectively to a measured lamination at
Thurston boundary of Teichmüller space, and contains the proof of Theorem 1.12 as
well as its complex extension, Theorem 6.1. In Section 7, on the other hand, we show
that the situation is not as simple for the “center” c determined by a fixed metric h

and a sequence h?n going to a point at infinity in Thurston compactification of T :
the limit of the corresponding sequence of centers does not depend only on the limit
of .h?n/. Section 8 deals with the circle action on the universal Teichmüller space,
while Section 9 contains some remarks and open questions.
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2 Minimal lagrangian maps and AdS geometry

We present in this section some background material used in the paper.

2.1 Notation

In this paper we consider a closed, oriented surface S of genus at least 2.

We consider AdS3 , as well as all AdS manifolds, as oriented and time-oriented. All the
embeddings of S that we consider will implicitly be considered as time-oriented, that is,
the oriented normal to the image is future-oriented. Moreover, the convex embeddings
will always be considered to be positively convex, that is, the oriented normal is future-
directed and pointing towards the convex side. We recall that, by Mess’ work [29], it is
possible to identify the isometries of AdS3 with double cover of PSL2.R/�PSL2.R/
in such a way that, if S is a positively convex pleated surface in AdS3 , bent along �
and with first fundamental form h, then the first (resp. second) factor corresponds to
the holonomy of the hyperbolic surface obtained from h performing a left (resp. right)
earthquake along �.

2.2 Hyperbolic ends

The 3–dimensional hyperbolic space can be defined as a quadric in the 4–dimensional
Minkowski space R1;3 D .R4;�dx2

0
C dx2

1
C dx2

2
C dx2

3
/, with the induced metric

H3
D fx 2R1;3

j hx;xi D �1 and x0 > 0g:

It is a simply connected, complete manifold with constant curvature �1.

A quasi-Fuchsian hyperbolic manifold is a 3–dimensional manifold locally isometric
to H3 , homeomorphic to S �R, which contains a nonempty compact convex subset.

Such a quasi-Fuchsian manifold M contains a smallest nonempty convex subset C.M /

called its convex core. M is Fuchsian if C.M / is a totally geodesic surface, otherwise
the boundary of C.M / is the disjoint union of two pleated surfaces.
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Each connected component of the complement of C.M / in M is an instance of a
hyperbolic end: a hyperbolic manifold homeomorphic to S �R>0 , complete on one
side and bounded by a locally concave pleated surface on the other. There is a one-to-
one correspondence between hyperbolic ends homeomorphic to S �R>0 and complex
projective structures on S , which associates to a hyperbolic end the natural complex
projective structure on its boundary at infinity; see eg [23].

Labourie [25] proved that any hyperbolic end has a unique foliation by convex, constant
curvature surfaces. The curvature varies monotonically from �1 close to the pleated
surface boundary, to 0 close to the boundary at infinity.

Given an oriented surface † in a hyperbolic end M (or in H3 ) we will usually denote
by I its induced metric, and by B its shape operator, considered as a bundle morphism
from T† to T†. It is defined by BX D rX � , where � is the oriented unit normal
to † and r is the Levi–Civita connection of M . We will also denote by EW TS! TS
the identity.

Definition 2.1 Let † be a convex surface embedded in a hyperbolic end M with em-
bedding data .I†;B†/. The grafted metric on † is I #

†
D I†..ECB†/�; .ECB†/�/.

A basic and well-known property of this metric I #
†

is that the hyperbolic Gauss map—
sending a point x 2 † to the endpoint at infinity of the geodesic ray starting at x

orthogonal to †—is a conformal map between .†; I #
†
/ and @1M with its conformal

structure. More details will be found in Section 6.

2.3 The duality between hyperbolic and de Sitter ends

The 3–dimensional de Sitter space can be defined, as the hyperbolic space, as a quadric
in the 4–dimensional Minkowski space, with the induced metric

dS3
D fx 2R1;3

j hx;xi D 1g:

There is a one-to-one correspondence between points in dS3 and oriented totally
geodesic planes in H3 ; see eg Hodgson and Rivin [17] and the third author [36]. Given
an oriented surface S � H3 , its dual is the set S? of points of dS3 corresponding
to oriented planes tangent to S in H3 . If S is smooth and locally strictly convex,
then S? is also smooth and locally strictly convex.

Consider a quasi-Fuchsian hyperbolic manifold M , and let E be one of the ends of M ,
that is, one of the connected components of the complement of C.M / in M . The
universal cover of M is identified with H3 , and the universal cover zE of E is then
identified with a connected component of the complement of the convex hull of the
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limit set ƒ of �1.M / in @1H3 . Let zE? be the set of points of dS3 corresponding
to oriented planes in H3 contained in zE . Then (see [29]) �1.M / acts properly
discontinuously on zE? , and the quotient is a de Sitter domain of dependence, that is,
an MGHC de Sitter manifold (see Section 1.7 for the definition in the AdS case).

This construction actually extends (see [29]) to a hyperbolic end E which is not
necessarily one of the ends of a quasi-Fuchsian manifold. In this manner, any hyperbolic
end E has a “dual” de Sitter domain of dependence E? , and conversely.

One feature of this duality which will be used below is that if S is a surface in E

with constant curvature K , then there is a dual surface S? in E? . (It is the quotient
by �1.M / of the surface in dS3 dual to the universal cover of S in H3 .) The curvature
of S? is then also constant, and equal to K=.KC 1/. In this manner a foliation of E

by constant curvature surfaces gives rise to a dual foliation of E? by constant curvature
surfaces (see [4] for more details).

2.4 Globally hyperbolic AdS manifolds

The definition of AdS3 and of globally hyperbolic AdS manifolds are recalled in the
introduction. There are many similarities between quasi-Fuchsian hyperbolic manifolds
and MGHC AdS manifolds, some of which—being used in the arguments below—are
recalled here.

Let N be an MGHC AdS 3–manifold, and let F be a closed, space-like surface in N

for which the induced metric has negative sectional curvature (or, equivalently, the
determinant of the second fundamental form of F is everywhere larger than �1). Let I

and � be the induced metric on this surface and a unit normal vector. Let J be the
complex structure induced by � on F : namely J.v/D � � v where � is the vector
product on T AdS3 . Finally, let B Dr� be the shape operator of F , where r is the
Levi–Civita connection of AdS3 . We consider the Riemannian metrics on F

hl D I..EC JB/�; .EC JB/�/; hr D I..E � JB/�; .E � JB/�/:

Then hl and hr are two smooth hyperbolic metrics on F (see Krasnov and the third
author [21]). This can be used when F is a maximal or constant mean curvature surface
in N , but also when F is a constant Gauss curvature surface.

Remark 2.2 Notice that, even if J and B depend on the choice of a normal vector, JB
and the metrics hl and hr are independent of it.

According to our orientation and time-orientation of AdS3 , the holonomy of the
metric hl is equal to the first factor of the holonomy of N and the holonomy of hr is
equal to the second factor of the holonomy of N ; see [21]. This last observation can
be used to prove Lemma 1.9.
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Proof of Lemma 1.9 Let bW TS! TS be the positive h–self-adjoint operator given
by Corollary 1.5 such that h? D h.b�; b�/. Since h and h? are normalized metrics
we know that b is a solution of Codazzi equation and det b D 1.

We consider now the pair

I� D cos2.�=2/h; B� D tan.�=2/b:

Clearly, B� is a solution of Codazzi equation. Moreover, since I� is a metric of
constant curvature K D� 1

cos2.�=2/
, we easily get that

K� D�1� det B� ;

so .I� ;B� / is also a solution of Gauss equation for spacelike AdS surfaces (see [21]).

This implies (see Tenenblat [41] and Jacobowitz [18]) that there is an equivariant map

�W zS ! zF �AdS3;

whose embedding data are zI� and zB� . The map � is unique up to isometries of AdS3 .

We will also require that
� the normal field z� that induces the right orientation on zS points toward the

convex side,
� z� is a future-directed vector field.

Since � induces on zS a complete metric, � is an embedding and the components of
the holonomy �l ; �r W �1.S/! PSL2.R/ are Fuchsian representations (see [29]).

On the other hand by [21] the hyperbolic surfaces H2=�l and H2=�r are isometric to
the Riemann surfaces .S; hl/ and .S; hr /.

Lemma 1.9 and [21] imply that Lei� .h; h?/ is a couple of hyperbolic metrics. For
convenience of the reader, we will give a more direct proof of this fact in Section 3.1.

MGHC AdS manifolds have a unique foliation by constant mean curvature surfaces;
see Barbot, Béguin and Zeghib [3].

An MGHC AdS manifold N contains a smallest nonempty convex subset C.N /, called
its convex core: N is called Fuchsian if C.N / is a totally geodesic surface; otherwise,
the boundary of C.N / is the disjoint union of two pleated locally convex surfaces in
N , so that its induced metric is hyperbolic and its pleating is described by a measured
lamination (see [29]). The complement of C.N / in N has two connected components,
one future convex, the other past convex. Barbot, Béguin and Zeghib [4] proved that
N nC.N / has a unique foliation by convex, constant Gauss curvature surfaces. The
curvature is monotonic along the foliation, and varies from �1 in the neighborhood of
the convex core to �1 near the initial/final singularity.
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2.5 Minimal Lagrangian maps between hyperbolic surfaces

The definition of minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphisms has been recalled in the in-
troduction. Remark that the definition directly shows that the inverse of a minimal
Lagrangian diffeomorphism is also minimal Lagrangian.

Let us mention here that they occur in several distinct geometric contexts, and the
interplay between the different occurrences is used below, in particular in Section 4.
� If S is a surface of constant curvature K in a constant curvature, Riemannian

or Lorentzian 3–manifold M , then the third fundamental form III of S also
has constant curvature K? , where K? depends on K , on the ambient curvature,
and on whether the ambient space is Riemannian or Lorentzian (for instance, if
M DH3 , then K? DK=.KC 1/). If both K and K? are negative, then jKjI
and jK?jIII are hyperbolic metrics, and the identity, considered as a map from
.S; jKjI/ to .S; jK?jIII/, is minimal Lagrangian.

� If M is an “almost Fuchsian” manifold, that is, M is a quasi-Fuchsian hyperbolic
3–manifolds containing a closed, embedded minimal surface S with principal
curvatures everywhere in .�1; 1/, then S is the unique closed minimal surface
in M . The “hyperbolic Gauss maps” send S to each connected component of
the boundary at infinity of M , and both maps are diffeomorphisms. Composing
these maps one finds a diffeomorphism between one component of @1M and the
other. This diffeomorphism is minimal Lagrangian if each boundary component
is endowed with the (unique) hyperbolic metric in its conformal class. (See
eg [21] for details and proofs.)

� Similarly, if N is an MGHC AdS manifold, then it contains a unique closed,
space-like maximal surface F . Consider the metrics hl and hr defined above
on F . Then hl and hr are the left and right hyperbolic metrics of N , respectively,
and moreover the identity between .F; hl/ and .F; hr / is minimal Lagrangian
(see [21] for details).

It is the first of these occurrences which will play the largest role here.

Minimal Lagrangian maps between hyperbolic surfaces are intimately related to har-
monic maps: let mW .S; h/ ! .S 0; h0/ be a minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism
between two hyperbolic surfaces and consider the conformal structure c on S of the
metric hCm�h0 . Then
� the identity is harmonic between .S; c/ and .S; h/,
� m is harmonic between .S; c/ and .S 0; h0/,
� those two harmonic maps have opposite Hopf differentials.

The converse is also true. Details can be found eg in [38].
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3 Definition of the cyclic flow

In this section we consider two fixed normalized hyperbolic metrics h; h? on S , and
call b the bundle morphism given by Corollary 1.5. Let ˇ� be the family of operators
defined in Equation (1) in Section 1.6.

Definition 3.1 Given � 2R, we call

h� D h.ˇ��; ˇ��/:

Comparing with Definition 1.6, we have Lei� .h; h?/D .h� ; h�C�/.

3.1 The Levi–Civita connection of h�

Lemma 3.2 For all � 2R, drˇ� D 0, where r is the Levi–Civita connection of h.

Proof Let u; v be two vector fields on S . Note first that ˇ� satisfies the Codazzi
equation

.drˇ� /.u; v/Dru.ˇ�v/�rv.ˇ�u/�ˇ� .Œu; v�/

D cos.�=2/.ruv�rvu� Œu; v�/

C sin.�=2/.ru.Jbv/�rv.Jbu/�JbŒu; v�/:

Since J is parallel for r , we have that rJ D Jr , so

.drˇ� /.u; v/D sin.�=2/J.ru.bv/�rv.bu/� bŒu; v�/D 0;

where the last equality follows from the fact that b satisfies Codazzi equation.

Lemma 3.3 The Levi–Civita connection r� of h� is given by

r
�
uv D ˇ��ru.ˇ�v/:

Proof Consider the connection r� defined in the statement of the lemma. It is
sufficient to prove that it is compatible with h� and torsion-free.

Let u; v; w be three vector fields on S . Then

u � h� .v; w/D u � h.ˇ�v; ˇ�w/

D h.ru.ˇ�v/; ˇ�w/C h.ˇ�v;ru.ˇ�w//

D h� .r
�
uv;w/C h� .v;r

�
uw/;

and therefore r� is compatible with h� .
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We can now compute the torsion of r� on u; v :

r
�
uv�r

�
v u� Œu; v�D ˇ�� .ru.ˇ�v/�rv.ˇ�u/�ˇ� Œu; v�/

D ˇ�� .d
rˇ� /.u; v/

D 0:

Thus r� is torsion-free and compatible with h� , and so it is the Levi–Civita connection
of h� .

The computation of the connection of h� allows to prove easily that h� is a hyperbolic
metric.

Proof of Proposition 1.7 Let .e1; e2/ be an orthonormal frame for h on S , with
connection 1–form ! with respect to the Levi–Civita connection r of h. Let
.e0

1
; e0

2
/ D .ˇ�1

�
e1; ˇ

�1
�

e2/, it is an orthonormal moving frame for h� . Since the
Levi–Civita connection r� of h� is given by Lemma 3.3, a direct computation shows
that the connection 1–form of .e0

1
; e0

2
/ for r� is also equal to ! . Since the identity

map between .S; h/ and .S; h� / is area-preserving, it follows that h and h� have the
same curvature, so that h� is also hyperbolic.

3.2 A cyclic property

Our next goal is to prove Theorems 1.8 and 1.10. The proofs are in the next sections,
after some preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 3.4 Let �; � 0 2R. Then ˇ� ıˇ� 0 D ˇ�C� 0 .

Proof By definition we have

ˇ� ıˇ� 0 D .cos.�=2/EC sin.�=2/Jb/ ı .cos.� 0=2/EC sin.� 0=2/Jb/

D cos.�=2/ cos.� 0=2/EC sin.�=2/ sin.� 0=2/JbJbC .cos.�=2/ sin.� 0=2/

C sin.�=2/ cos.� 0=2//Jb:

But JbJb D�E because b is self-adjoint and of determinant 1. It follows that

ˇ� ıˇ� 0 D cos..� C � 0/=2/EC sin..� C � 0/=2/Jb D ˇ�C� 0 :

For instance, since Jb D ˇ� , it follows that Jb ıˇ� D ˇ� ıJb D ˇ�C� .

Lemma 3.5 Let b� W TS! TS be the bundle morphism associated to h� and h?
�

by
Corollary 1.5. Then

b� D ˇ�� ı b ıˇ� :
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Proof Let b� D ˇ�� ıb ıˇ� . This lemma will follow if we prove the following facts:

(i) h� .b��; b��/ is isotopic to h?
�

(we will actually prove that it is equal to h?
�

);

(ii) b� has determinant 1;

(iii) b� is self-adjoint for h� ;

(iv) dr
�

ˇ� D 0.

For the first point, note that Jb D ˇ� , and therefore

h� .b��; b��/D h.bˇ��; bˇ��/D h.Jbˇ��;Jbˇ��/

D h.ˇ� ıˇ��; ˇ� ıˇ��/D h.ˇ�C��; ˇ�C��/

D h?� :

The second point is clear since det.b� /D det.ˇ�� / det.b/ det.ˇ� /D 1.

For point (iii) let u; v be two vector fields on S , then

h� .b�u; v/D h.ˇ�b�u; ˇ�v/D h.bˇ�u; ˇ�v/

D h.ˇ�u; bˇ�v/D h� .u; b�v/:

For point (iv), let again be u; v be two vector fields on S . Then, using the expression
of r� in Lemma 3.3, we have

.dr
�

b� /.u; v/Dr
�
u .b�v/�r

�
v .b�u/� b� Œu; v�

D ˇ��ru.ˇ�b�v/�ˇ��rv.ˇ�b�u/� b� Œu; v�

D ˇ�� .d
rˇ�C�/.u; v/;

so that .dr
�

b� /.u; v/D 0 by Lemma 3.2. This completes the proof.

Remark 3.6 Lemma 3.5 shows that h� and h�C� are normalized metrics.

3.3 Proof of Theorem 1.8

Let �; � 0 2R. By definition of L� 0 ,

L� 0.L� .h; h
?//D .h� . x̌� 0�; x̌� 0�/; .h�C�. x̌� 0�; x̌� 0�//;

where
x̌
� 0 D cos.� 0=2/EC sin.� 0=2/J�b� ;
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where J� is the complex structure of h� . Clearly, J� D ˇ�� ıJ ıˇ� , so that

x̌
� 0 D ˇ�� ı .cos.� 0=2/EC sin.� 0=2/Jb/ ıˇ�

D ˇ�� ı ıˇ� 0 ıˇ�

D ˇ� 0 :

We now see that

L� 0.L� .h; h
?//D .h� .ˇ� 0�; ˇ� 0�/; .h�C�.ˇ� 0�; ˇ� 0�//

D .h.ˇ� ıˇ� 0�; ˇ� ıˇ� 0�/; h.ˇ�C� ıˇ� 0�; ˇ�C� ıˇ� 0�//

D .h.ˇ� 0C��; ˇ� 0C��/; h
?.ˇ� 0C��; ˇ� 0C��//

DL� 0C� .h; h
?/:

This proves Theorem 1.8.

3.4 Proof of Theorem 1.10

Point (i), namely the fact that h� and h�C� are normalized metrics, follows from
Lemma 3.5.

We compute the expression of the metric yc� D h� Ch�C� which is in the conformal
class of c� :

yc� D h� C h�C�

D h..cos.�=2/EC sin.�=2/b/�; .cos.�=2/EC sin.�=2/b/�/

Ch..� sin.�=2/EC cos.�=2/b/�; .� sin.�=2/EC cos.�=2/b/�/

D .cos2.�=2/C sin2.�=2//hC .cos2.�=2/C sin2.�=2//h.b�; b�/

D yc;

so c� is indeed independent of � : this proves (ii).

The fact that the identity .S; c/! .S; h� / is harmonic follows from the last paragraph
of Section 2.5.

Moreover, recall that b� has determinant 1 and that h?
�
D h� .b��; b��/. A simple

computation then shows that h��h?
�

is traceless with respect to h�Ch?
�

. The definition
of Hopf differential (see Section 1.4) therefore shows that, if ˆ� is the Hopf differential
of the identity from .S; c/ to .S; h� /, then

h� � h?
�

2
D 2Re.ˆ� /:
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Therefore

4 Re.ˆ� /D h..cos.�=2/EC sin.�=2/b/�; .cos.�=2/EC sin.�=2/b/�/

�h..� sin.�=2/EC cos.�=2/b/�; .� sin.�=2/EC cos.�=2/b/�/

D .cos2.�=2/� sin2.�=2//.h� h?/C 4 sin.�=2/ cos.�=2/h.b�; �/

D cos.�/.h� h?/C 2 sin.�/h.b�; �/:

So Re.ˆ� /D Re.ei�ˆ/, where

(2) ˆD
h� h?C 2ih.b�; �/

4
D

h..E � b2/�; �/C 2ih.b�; �/

4

is the Hopf differential of the identity from .S; c/ to .S; h/. This proves points (iii)
and (v).

About point (iv), it was shown by Tromba [13] that E.�; h/W T !R is proper and so
is E.�; h/CE.�; h?/. Moreover, by a result of Douglas [10] (see also Jost [19]) we
have

dE.�; h/j�Dc0 D�‰;

where ‰ is the Hopf differential of the harmonic map .S; c0/! .S; h/ isotopic to the
identity. Hence, .dE.�; h/C dE.�; h?//j�Dc0 D 0 if and only if the harmonic maps
.S; c0/! .S; h/ and .S; c0/! .S; h?/ isotopic to the identity have opposite Hopf
differentials, which exactly means that c D c0 is the center of .h; h?/ (as follows from
Remark 3.7).

3.5 Centers

We conclude this section by some remarks on the respective behavior of h; h? and c .
Let ˆ be the Hopf differential of the unique harmonic map f W .S; c/! .S; h/ homo-
topic to the identity (see Theorem 1.1).

Remark 3.7 The metric h? is uniquely determined by h and c . Moreover, there is a
bijective correspondence between the couples .c; ˆ/ and the couples .h; h?/.

Proof Given .c; ˆ/, there exists a unique isotopy class of hyperbolic metric h on S

and a unique harmonic map f W .S; c/! .S; h/ isotopic to the identity with Hopf
differential equal to �ˆ (see [43]).

Hence, given h and c , we determine h? as the unique hyperbolic metric (up to isotopy)
such that the harmonic map f ? W .S; c/! .S; h?/ has Hopf differential �ˆ. The
content of Section 2.5 then indicates that f ? ı f �1 is minimal Lagrangian, so that c

is the center of .h; h?/.
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The argument above also shows that .c; ˆ/ determines .h; h?/.

Conversely, given .h; h?/, we have seen that there is a unique minimal Lagrangian
diffeomorphism mW .S; h/! .S; h?/ isotopic to the identity. By definition, c is the
conformal class of hCm�h? , the identity map .S; c/! .S; h/ is harmonic with Hopf
differential ˆ and mW .S; c/! .S; h?/ is harmonic with Hopf differential �ˆ. This
determines .c; ˆ/.

4 An extension of Thurston’s Earthquake Theorem

In this section we recall a recent result of [4] on constant curvature folations of MGHC
AdS manifolds, and use it to prove Theorem 1.15.

4.1 Constant curvature foliations in AdS geometry

We recall here one of the main result of [4]. Let N be a MGHC AdS 3–dimensional
manifold, let C.N / be its convex core.

Theorem 4.1 (Barbot, Béguin, Zeghib [4]) The complement of C.N / in N is
foliated by surfaces of constant (Gauss) curvature. Moreover, for any k 2 .�1;�1/,
there exists a unique future-convex (resp. past-convex) surface of constant curvature k

in N , and it is a leaf of the foliation.

4.2 Proof of Theorem 1.15

We first translate Theorem 4.1 in terms of the landslide flow, using Lemma 1.9.

Corollary 4.2 Choose .�l ; �r / 2 T and ˛ 2 .0; �/. There exists a unique element
.h; h?/ 2 T � T such that

L1
ei˛ .h; h

?/D �l ; L1
e�i˛ .h; h

?/D �r :

Proof It is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1. Given �l and �r there is a unique
MGHC AdS manifold N Š S �R of which they are the left and right representations,
respectively. By Theorem 4.1, N contains a unique past-convex surface F with
constant curvature �1= cos2.˛=2/, which comes with a diffeomorphism x�W S ! F

(well-defined up to isotopy). We call I and III the induced metric and third fundamental
form on S , respectively. Then III has constant curvature �1= sin2.˛=2/. We then
set h D .1= cos2.˛=2//I; h? D .1= sin2.˛=2//III , so that h and h? are normalized
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hyperbolic metrics on S (see [21]). Lemma 1.9 then shows that �l D L1
ei˛ .h; h

?/,
while �r DL1

e�i˛ .h; h
?/.

Conversely, given h; h? 2 T such that �l D L1
ei˛ .h; h

?/, while �r D L1
e�i˛ .h; h

?/,
we can consider the unique equivariant embedding �W zS !AdS3 onto a past-convex
surface zF , with induced metric cos2.˛=2/h and third fundamental form sin2.˛=2/h? .
Then zF is the lift to AdS3 of a past-convex surface F in a MGHC AdS manifold N ,
and the left and right representations of N are �l and �r by Lemma 1.9. This shows
the uniqueness.

Proof of Theorem 1.15 Apply Corollary 4.2 with �r Dh, �l Dh0 , and with ˛D �=2.
It shows there exists a unique h0 2 T and a unique h?

0
2 T such that

(3) hDL1
e�i˛ .h0; h

?
0/; h0 DL1

ei˛ .h0; h
?
0/:

As a consequence, putting h? DL2
e�i˛ .h0; h

?
0
/ we have L1

ei� .h; h
?/D h0 .

Conversely given h? 2 T such that L1
ei� .h; h

?/D h0 , letting .h0; h
?
0
/DLei�=2.h; h?/

we easily see that Equation (3) is verified. The uniqueness in Corollary 4.2 therefore
implies the uniqueness here.

5 The complex cyclic map

This section describes a natural extension of the cyclic flow from a real to a complex
parameter. This is analogous to the complex earthquake introduced by McMullen [28].
We will actually show in the next section that the “complex cyclic flow” introduced
here limits, in a suitable sense, to the complex earthquake.

5.1 Main statements

Let P be the space of complex projective surface on S . The space P is naturally a
complex manifold of real dimension 12g � 12. Moreover the natural map P ! T
that associates to a complex projective surface the underlying complex structure is
holomorphic. A projective structure is Fuchsian if its universal covering is projectively
equivalent to a round disk in CP1 .

Let H be the upper half-plane in C . We define a map

P 0W SH� T � T ! P;

where
� for every fixed h; h? the map z! Pz.h; h

?/ is holomorphic;
� for t real, we have that P 0t .h; h

?/ is the Fuchsian projective surface correspond-
ing to L1

e�i t .h; h
?/.
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Notice that here z lives in the upper half-plane, while, in the introduction, the flow
usually depended on a complex parameter � in the unit disk. Both parameterizations are
quite useful here. Taking � in the unit disk is natural when dealing with the landslide
flow, while taking z in the upper half-space is natural when thinking of complex
earthquakes as a limit (since complex earthquakes are usually parameterized by the
upper half-space). Until Section 5.4 we consider the parameterization by z in the upper
half-space, while in Section 5.5 we will make the connection to the parameterization
by � in the unit disk. We use a prime to denote the various maps when z is in the
upper half-plane, this explains the notation P 0 above.

The construction of the map P 0 is the analog of the construction of the complex
earthquake due to McMullen [28]. The first point is to define the analog of the grafting.

Given two normalized hyperbolic metrics h and h? on T , let b be the operator defined
in Section 1.5. Given a positive number s>0, we consider the metric IsD cosh2.s=2/h

and the operator Bs D� tanh.s=2/b . It is easy to see that .Is;Bs/ satisfies the Gauss–
Codazzi equation for immersed surfaces in H3 , that is

drBs D 0; Ks D�1C det Bs;

where r is the Levi–Civita connection for Is (which is equal to the Levi–Civita
connection for h) and Ks is the curvature of Is (which is constant and equal to
�1= cosh2.s=2/).

As a consequence there exists a convex equivariant immersion

(4) �sW
zS !H3

whose first fundamental form is the pullback zIs of Is and whose shape operator is the
pullback zBs of Bs . This map �s is uniquely determined up to elements of PSL2.C/,
once we state that the orientation on zS at �s. zp/ coincides with the orientation induced
by the normal vector z�s. zp/ pointing towards the concave part (this is the reason why
the sign of Bs is negative).

Given zp 2 zS , let devs. zp/ 2 S2
1 DCP1 be the endpoint of the geodesic ray starting

from �s. zp/ with velocity z�s. zp/. The map

devsW
zS !CP1

is a developing map for a complex projective structure SGr0s.h; h
?/ on S . (The

notation SGr is used to keep in mind the analogy to the grafting map Gr).

Notice that, if hD h? , then b DE and �s D ds ı �0 , where dsW �0. zS/DH2!H3

is the map associating to �s0
. zp/ the endpoint of the geodesic segment of length s
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starting from �s0
. zp/ with velocity z�s0

. zp/. So, in this case, SGr0s.h; h/ is the Fuchsian
projective structure associated to h.

Finally, given a complex number z D t C is with s � 0, we define

P 0z.h; h
?/D SGr0s.L

0
�t .h; h

?//;

where L0�t .h; h
?/ WDLe�i t .h; h?/.

Most of the remaining part of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1 The map
z 7! P 0z.h; h

?/ 2 P

is holomorphic.

Composing P 0 with the forgetful map from P to T , we obtain for each z in the upper
half-plane a map

C 0z W T � T ! T ;

sending .h; h?/ 2 T � T to the complex structure underlying the complex projective
structure P 0z.h; h

?/.

Corollary 5.2 The map z! C 0z.h; h
?/ is holomorphic in the upper half-plane.

This clearly follows from Theorem 5.1 since the forgetful map from P to T is holo-
morphic.

To prove Theorem 5.1, we will show that the holonomy �z of P 0z , holomorphically
depends on z . In fact the derivatives

�z D
@�z

@t
; �z D

@�z

@s
;

are sl2.C/–valued cocycles in H 1.�1.S/;Ad ı �z/ and we will show that

(5) �z D i�z :

Let us remark that, since P 0zCt .h; h
?/DP 0z.Le�i t .h; h?// for any z in the upper plane

and t real, it is sufficient to verify Equation (5) at imaginary points z0 D is0 .

To compute the cocycles we consider the family of convex immersions

�s; �t W
zS !H3

such that �s corresponds to SGr0s.h; h
?/ and �t corresponds to SGr0s0

.Le�i t .h; h?//.
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The first-order variations of �s and �t are the fields

(6) X D
@�s

@s
jsDs0

; Y D
@�t

@t
jtD0

regarded as sections of the fiber-bundle ‚D ��s0
.T H3/ on zS . Imposing the equivari-

ance of �s under �is , and of �t under �tCis0
, we deduce that

X. zp/D .�. //�X.
�1
zp/C �. /. zp/;(7)

Y . zp/D .�. //�Y .
�1
zp/C �. /. zp/;(8)

where we have put � D �z0
, � D �z0

, � D �z0
and we are identifying the elements

of sl2.C/ with the Killing vector fields on H3 .

We will find some explicit relation between X and Y that, used in (7) and (8), will
imply Equation (5).

Let us briefly explain the strategy of the computation. In Section 5.2 first we will
decompose DX into a self-adjoint part and a skew-symmetric. In particular the skew-
symmetric part of DX will be expressed in terms of cross-product with a new vector
field X 0 . Using this decomposition, we will point out some general equations relating
the variation field X and its derivatives to the variation of the first fundamental form
and the shape operator. These equations are quite general and hold for any smooth
family of immersions in H3 . In particular those equations determine X up to some
global Killing vector fields.

In Section 5.3, comparing the equations satisfied by X to the equations satisfied by Y ,
we will get that Y DX 0 up to a global Killing vector field.

In Section 5.4, we will achieve our goal by applying some classical construction to this
relation.

5.2 General formulas

We consider any smooth family of immersions

�sW
zS !H3

and let zIs be the first fundamental form on zS and zBs the shape operator associated
with �s .

Fix s0 > 0: we study �s around s D s0 . Let us denote by ‚ the vector bundle
��s0
.T H3/ and let X D .@�=@s/jsDs0

, seen as a section of ‚. In this section, we will
express the derivatives of zIs and zBs at s D s0 in terms of the field X , and we will
show that these quantities determine X up to global Killing vector fields.
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We notice that there is a natural inclusion of TzS into ‚ given by d�s0
. For the sake of

simplicity, we will identify TzS with its image in ‚. Given a point zp 2 zS and s > 0

we denote by z�s. zp/ the unit vector at �s. zp/ orthogonal to d�s. zp/.T zp zS/ such that,
for every positive basis fe1; e2g of T zp zS , the vectors z�s. zp/; d�s. zp/.e1/; d�s. zp/.e2/

form a positively oriented basis of T�s. zp/H
3 . In this way, if zJ denotes the complex

structure on zS (and by abuse of notation on �s. zS/), we have

(9) zJszv D z�s � zv

for all zv 2 d�s.TzS/.

A linear connection D is defined on ‚ by pulling back the Levi–Civita connection
on T H3 .

The covariant derivative of a section Y of ‚ is a linear operator

(10) DY W T zS ! T H3:

Such an operator can be decomposed as the sum of a self-adjoint operator of TzS
(identified to a subspace of T H3 ) and the restriction of a skew-symmetric operator
of T H3 .

Lemma 5.3 Given a section V of ‚, there exist

� a self-adjoint operator AV of TzS ,

� a section SV of ‚,

such that

(11) DzvV DAV .zv/CSV
� zv

for every zv 2 TzS . Moreover both AV and SV are uniquely determined.

Proof At every point, DV can be decomposed in a tangential part and normal part:

DzvV D ˛.zv/ChDzvV; z�iz�:

Clearly ˛ is an operator of TzS , so it can be decomposed into a self-adjoint part A.˛/

and a skew-symmetric part S.˛/. Notice that the skew-symmetric part is a multiple
of zJ , in particular there is a 2R such that S.˛/.zv/D a zJ .zv/D az� � zv . On the other
hand, there exists a tangent vector zw such that

hDzvV; z�i D hzv; zwi
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for every zv2TzS . In particular the normal part of DzvV can be regarded as the restriction
on TzS of the skew-symmetric operator

zv 7! hzv; zwiz� � hzv; z�i zw D . zw� z�/� zv:

So if we put AV DA.˛/ and SV D az�C . zw� z�/, Equation (11) is verified.

We show now that this decomposition is unique. Suppose A is a self-adjoint operator
of TzS and let S be a vector tangent to H3 such that AV .zv/CSV �zvDA.zv/CS �zv

for all zv 2 T zS . Clearly .AV �A/.zv/ D .S � SV / � zv . This implies that S � SV

is a normal vector. Since A�AV is self-adjoint, it follows that AV �A D 0 and
SV �S D 0.

An important property of the covariant derivative of X is that DzvX is the variation of
the image of zv in H3 along the family .�s/. More precisely the following statement
holds. Here we denote by D=ds the covariant derivative along .�s/ associated to D .

Lemma 5.4 Given a tangent vector zv 2T zp zS , we consider the field zvs D d�s.zv/ along
the curve s 7! �s. zp/. We have

(12)
Dzvs

ds
jsDs0

DDzvX:

Proof Take a path �W .�ı; ı/ ! zS such that � 0.0/ D zv and consider the map
zx."; s/ D �s.�."//. We have zvs D @zx=@".0; s/ whereas @zx=@s."; s0/ D X.�."//.
A direct computation shows that

D

ds
zvsjsDs0

D
D

ds

@zx

@"
.0; s0/D

D

d"

@zx

@s
.0; s0/D

D

d"
X.0; s0/DDzvX:

Now we apply the decomposition (11) to the field X , so we call AX the self-adjoint
part of DX and X 0 the field SX . It turns out that the first order variation of zIs is
determined by AX . On the other hand, the field X 0 determines the variation of the
normal field along the family of �s .

Lemma 5.5 Given zu; zv 2 T zp zS , we have

(13)
d

ds
zIs.zu; zv/jsDs0

D 2zIs.A
X .zu/; zv/;

Dz�

ds
jsDs0

DX 0 � z�:

Proof We have that
zIs.zu; zv/D hd�s.zu/; d�s.zv/i:
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Applying Lemma 5.4 we get

d

ds
zIs.zu; zv/D hDzuX; zviC hzu;DzvX i:

Since DzuX D AX .zu/CX 0 � zu, where AX is a self-adjoint operator of TzS , we get
the first formula.

To prove the second formula, first we notice that since hz�; z�i D 1, then .Dz�=ds/jsDs0

is a tangent field. On the other hand, given a tangent vector zv we have hz�; d�s.zv/i D 0.
Differentiating this identity we get�

Dz�

ds
; zv

�
D�hz�;DzvX i D hzv;X

0
� z�i:

Since X 0 � z� is tangent, this proves that Dz�=ds DX 0 � z� .

Using Equation (13) we get the first order variation of zBs at sD s0 . In the computation
of such a variation, the covariant derivative of X 0 appears. It is useful to apply the
decomposition (11) to DX 0 . In particular, we put X 00 D SX 0 , so that

DzvX
0
DAX 0.zv/CX 00 � zv:

Lemma 5.6 Given zv 2 T zp zS , we have

(14)
d

ds
. zBs.zv//jsDs0

D zJAX 0.zv/� hX CX 00; z�izv�AX
ı zBs0

.zv/:

Proof Differentiating with respect to s the identity

d�s. zBs.zv//D�Dzvz�

and evaluating at s D s0 , we obtain

(15) D zBs0
.zv/

X C
PzB.zv/D�

D

ds
.Dzvz�/:

On the other hand, we have that

(16)
D

ds
.Dzvz�/DDzv

�
Dz�

ds

�
C xR.X; zv/z�;

where xR is the Riemann tensor of H3 .

By Equation (13) we have that

(17) Dzv

�
Dz�

ds

�
DDzv.X

0
� z�/DAX 0.zv/� z�C .X 00 � zv/� z� �X 0 � zBs0

.zv/:
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On the other hand, since H3 has constant curvature �1, its Riemann tensor is simply
given by

(18) xR.X; zv/z� D hX; z�izv� hzv; z�iX D hX; z�izv:

Using (16), (17), and (18) in (15) we get

AX . zBs0
.zv//CX 0� zBs0

.zv/C
PzB.zv/D�AX 0.zv/�z��.X 00�zv/�z�CX 0� zBs0

.zv/�hX; z�izv:

Since z��AX 0.zv/D zJAX 0.zv/ and .X 00�zv/�z�DhX 00; z�izv , Equation (14) follows.

Finally we show that Equations (13) and (14) determine X up to some global vector
field. This is an easy consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 5.7 Let V be a section of ‚ and let us put V 0DSV and V 00DSV 0 . Suppose

AV
D 0; zJAV 0

� hV 00CV; z�iE �AV
ı zBs0

D 0:

Then V is the restriction of a global Killing field of H3 on zS .

Proof Under the hypothesis of the lemma, neither the induced metric nor the shape
operator of the surface vary under the first-order deformation defined by V . The
conclusion therefore follows from the Fundamental Theorem of surface theory; see eg
Spivak [40].

5.3 The variation field of SGr0

In this section we apply formulas obtained in the previous subsection to the family of
convex immersions �sW

zS !H3 defined in Equation (4).

Lemma 5.8 For X D .@�=@s/jsDs0
, denote by X 0 the section SX and by X 00 the

section SX 0 . The following formulas hold:

2AX
D tanh.s0=2/EI(19)

AX 0
D Œ zJ ; zb�=4I(20)

hX CX 00; z�i D
tr.zb/

4
:(21)

Proof The embedding data corresponding to �s are

zIs D cosh2.s=2/zh; zBs D� tanh.s=2/zb;
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so we easily get that

d

ds
zIs.zu; zv/jsDs0

D tanh.s0=2/zIs0
.zu; zv/:

Comparing this formula with Equation (13), we get that 2AX D tanh.s0=2/E .

On the other hand, applying Equation (14) we get

�
1

2 cosh2.s0=2/
zb D zJAX 0

� hX 00CX; z�iEC
tanh2.s0=2/

2
zb;

which can be also written

zb D�2 zJAX 0
C 2hX 00CX; z�iE:

Multiplying by zJ we deduce that

zJ zb D 2AX 0
C 2hX 00CX; z�i zJ :

Notice that this must coincide with the decomposition of zJ zb in symmetric and skew-
symmetric part. Since the adjoint of zJ zb is �zb zJ it follows that

2AX 0
D

zJ zb� zb zJ

2
D
Œ zJ ; zb�

2
;

2hX 00CX; z�i zJ D
zJ zbC zb zJ

2
D
� zJ zb zJ C zb

2
zJ D
zb�1C zb

2
zJ D

tr.zb/
2
zJ ;

where we have used that zbC zb�1 D tr.zb/E .

A consequence of Lemma 5.8 is that X 00CX can be explicitly computed.

Proposition 5.9 With the notation of Lemma 5.8 the following identity holds:

X 00 D�X C
tr.zb/

4
z�:

Proof By Equation (21), it is sufficient to prove that

hX 00CX; zvi D 0

for every tangent vector zv .

Let zu; zv be two tangent fields on zS . By using the identity

DzuX D
1

2
tanh.s0=2/zuCX 0 � zu;
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an explicit computation shows that

xR.zu; zv/X DDzuDzv.X /�DzvDzu.X /�DŒzu;zv�X DDzuX 0 � zv�DzvX
0
� zu:

Moreover,

(22) DzuX 0�zv�DzvX
0
�zuDAX 0.zu/�zv�AX 0.zv/�zu C .X 00�zu/�zv�.X 00�zv/�zu:

By Equation (20), AX 0 is a self-adjoint traceless operator, and it follows that the sum
of the first two terms of (22) vanishes. Eventually, we get

xR.zu; zv/X D .X 00 � zu/� zv� .X 00 � zv/� zuD hX 00; zvizu� hX 00; zuizv:

Since xR.zu; zv/X D hX; zuizv� hX; zvizu, we easily deduce that hX 00CX; zvi D 0 for all
tangent vectors zv .

Proposition 5.10 Let �t W
zS!H3 be the family of convex immersions corresponding

to the projective surface SGr0s0
ıLe�i t .h; h?/ and denote by Y its first order variation

at t D 0. Then Y D�X 0 up to adding a global Killing vector field, where X 0 is the
vector field defined in Lemma 5.8.

Proof Let zIt be the first fundamental form corresponding to �t and let zBt be the
corresponding shape operator. According to Lemmas 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, it is sufficient to
show that

d

dt
zIt .zu; zv/jtD0 D�2zI0.A

X 0.zu/; zv/;(23)

d

dt
zBt .zu/jtD0 D�. zJAX 00.zu/� hX 0CX 000; z�izu�AX 0

ı zB0.zu//;(24)

where X 000DSX 00 is the vector field corresponding to the skew-symmetric part of DX 00 .
Call ˇt D cos.t=2/E � sin.t=2/Jb , so that we have

It D cosh2.s0=2/h.ˇt�; ˇt�/;(25)

Bt D� tanh.s0=2/ˇ�tbˇt :(26)

It follows that

d

dt
zIt .zu; zv/jtD0 D

1

2
.�zI0. zJ zb.zu/; zv/� zI0.zu; zJ zb.zv///

D�
1

2
zI0.Œ zJ ; zb�zu; zv/D�2zI0.A

X 0.zu/; .zv//:
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To prove Equation (24), we first compute DX 00 . By Proposition 5.9 we have

DuX 00 D�AX u�X 0 �u�
tr.zb/

4
zB0uC

�
grad

�
tr.zb/

4

�
;u

�
z�

D�

�
AX
C

tr.zb/
4
zB0

�
u� .X 0C zJ grad.tr.zb/=4//�u:

where grad is the gradient on zS with respect to zI0 . In particular,

X 000 D�X 0� zJ grad.tr.zb/=4/; 2AX 00
D� tanh.s0=2/

�
E �

tr.zb/
2
zb

�
:

Replacing these identities in the right hand side of (24), we deduce

2. zJAX 00.zu/� hX 0CX 000; z�izu�AX 0
ı zB0.zu//

D� tanh.s0=2/. zJ �
tr.zb/

2
zJ zb/.zu/C tanh.s0=2/

. zJ zb� zb zJ /

2
zb.zu/

D� tanh.s0=2/. zJ �
tr zb
2
zJ zb�

1

2
zJ zb2
C

zJ

2
/.zu/:

Using the identity zb2D tr.zb/zb�E , we have that the right hand side in (24) is equal to

(27) tanh.s0=2/. zJ � .tr.zb/=2/ zJ zb/:

On the other hand, Equation (26) shows that the left hand side of (24) is equal to

tanh.s0=2/

2
.zb zJ zb� zJ zb2/D

tanh.s0=2/

2
. zJ � zJ .tr.zb/zb�E//

D
tanh.s0=2/

2
.2 zJ � tr.zb/ zJ zb/:

(28)

Equation (24) follows by comparing (27) with (28).

5.4 The comparison of the cocycles

Any element of K 2 sl2.C/ can be regarded as a Killing vector field on H3 . Notice
that by definition of Killing vector field, there is another field K0 associated to K so

DzvK DK0 � zv:

The field K0 is a Killing vector field and in fact K00 D�K ; see Hodgson and Kerck-
hoff [16]. More precisely the following lemma holds.

Lemma 5.11 [16] As elements of sl2.C/ we have K0 D iK .
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Given a point zx 2H3 we have a natural map

evzx W sl2.C/ 3K 7! .K.zx/;K0.zx// 2 TzxH3
˚TzxH3:

It is a well-known fact that such a map is an isomorphism for every zx 2H3 .

Because of Lemma 5.11, if evzx.K/D . zw1; zw2/, then evzx.iK/D . zw2;� zw1/.

Given any section V on ‚, we define

KV
W zS ! sl2.C/

such that evzx.KV . zp//D V . zp/ and evzx..KV /0. zp//D V 0. zp/ for every zx D �s0
. zp/.

In particular, we have maps KX and KY associated to the fields X;Y defined in Equa-
tion (6), so that evzx.KX /D .X;X 0/ and evzx.KY /D .�X 0;�X 00/ by Proposition 5.10.
We conclude by Proposition 5.9 that

KY
D�iKX

�K0;

where K0. zp/D ev�1
zx
.0;X 00CX /D ev�1

zx
.0; tr.zb/=4z�/ for all zx D �s0

. zp/. Since the
field tr.zb/=4z� is invariant under the action of �1.S/, we find that K0 is equivariant,
that is

K0. zp/DAd.�. //K0. zp/:

However, it follows from Equation (7) that

KX . zp/�Ad.�. //KX . zp/D �. /;(29)

KY . zp/�Ad.�. //KY . zp/D �. /;(30)

and by these equations and identities (7) and (8) one deduces that

�. /D�i�. /� .Ad.�. //� 1/K0. zp/D�i�. /:

Thus Equation (5) is proved.

5.5 Parameterization by the disk

The parameterization of the complex landslide used above is well-suited for a compari-
son with the complex earthquake. However, another parameterization—already used in
the introduction—is perhaps more convenient when considering the holomorphic disks
in Teichmüller space obtained as the image of the complex flow. This new parameter �
takes values in the unit disk. We develop here the relationship between these two
parameterizations and we investigate the regularity at � D 0.
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Consider z D t C is in the upper half-plane, so that t 2 R and s � 0, and we
set � D exp.iz/ D exp.�s C i t/, which belongs to the punctured closed unit disk
Px�D f� 2C j 0< j�j � 1g. For h; h? 2 T we then define

P�.h; h
?/ WD P 0tCis.h; h

?/; C�.h; h
?/ WD C 0tCis.h; h

?/;

where P 0tCis.h; h
?/ is the projective structure SGr0s.L

0
�t .h; h

?// and C 0tCis.h; h
?/ is

the underlying conformal structure. These maps are well-defined since P 0 and C 0 are
invariant under t 7! t C 2� . Clearly, the maps � 7! P�.h; h

?/ and � 7! C�.h; h
?/ are

holomorphic in the unit disk minus its center, for any fixed h and h? .

We first give an explicit formula for C 0is.h; h
?/.

Lemma 5.12 Let h; h? 2 T be two hyperbolic metrics on S , and let b be the bundle
morphism appearing in Corollary 1.5. For every s 2R�0 ,

C 0is.h; h
?/D h.s�; s�/

as conformal structures, where

s D cosh.s=2/EC sinh.s=2/b:

Proof By definition, C 0is.h; h
?/ is the conformal structure at infinity of the (unique)

hyperbolic end containing a convex surface with induced metric I D cosh2.s=2/h and
third fundamental form III D sinh2.s=2/h? . Its shape operator is then BD tanh.s=2/b ,
and conformal structure at infinity of the end is given (see eg the third author [37]) by

C 0is.h; h
?/D I..ECB/�; .ECB/�/D h.s�; s�/:

We can now give a general formula for C 0tCis.h; h
?/ for t C is 2 SH .

Lemma 5.13 Let s; t 2 R with s � 0, and let � D exp.�s C i t/. Then, for all
h; h? 2 T ,

C�.h; h
?/D h

�
B#
��;B

#
��

�
;

where

B#
� D

�C 1

2
p
�

E �
� � 1

2
p
�

b

and
p
� is a notation for exp..�sC i t/=2/.

Here we use the convention that the complex number i acts as the complex structure J

on tangent vectors.
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Proof It follows from the definition of C 0 and from the previous lemma that

C 0tCis.h; h
?/D h.ˇ�t ı xs�; ˇ�t ı xs�/;

where (as in Section 3)

ˇt D cos.t=2/EC sin.t=2/Jb; xs D cosh.s=2/EC sinh.s=2/b�t ; b�t D ˇt ıb ıˇ�t :

It is then clear that
ˇ�t ı xs D s ıˇ�t ;

so that
C 0tCis.h; h

?/D h.B#
��;B

#
��/;

where B#
�
D s ıˇ�t .

Using the fact that bJbJ D�E ,

B#
� D .cosh.s=2/EC sinh.s=2/b/ ı .cos.t=2/E � sin.t=2/Jb/

D .cosh.s=2/ cos.t=2/E � sinh.s=2/ sin.t=2/bJb/

C.cos.t=2/ sinh.s=2/E � cosh.s=2/ sin.t=2/J /b

D .cosh.s=2/ cos.t=2/E � sinh.s=2/ sin.t=2/J /

C.cos.t=2/ sinh.s=2/E � cosh.s=2/ sin.t=2/J /b

D cosh..�sC i t/=2/E � sinh..�sC i t/=2/b:

Setting
p
� D exp..�sC i t/=2/, we can write this relation as

B#
� D

p
�C 1=

p
�

2
E �

p
� � 1=

p
�

2
b:

It follows from the definitions that C is essentially the same as C 0 with a different
parameterization. The main properties of this map are as follows.

Proposition 5.14 Let h; h? 2 T and let c be the “center” of .h; h?/ as defined in
Section 1.8. Then

(1) C�.h; h
?/ is defined for all � 2 Px�,

(2) it is holomorphic in � ,

(3) it extends continuously, and thus holomorphically, at � D 0, with C0.h; h
?/D c ,

(4) it extends holomorphically to the open disk of center 0 and radius .�0C1/=.�0�1/,
where �0 D maxx2S �.x/ and �W S ! Œ1;1/ is the bigger eigenvalue of the
operator b associated to the minimal Lagrangian map isotopic to the identity
between .S; h/ and .S; h?/ (see Section 1.5).
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In particular, c appears as a smooth point of the holomorphic disk defined by C , while
it was obtained only in the limit s!1 in the parameterization used by C 0 .

Remark 5.15 Unlike the map C�.h; h
?/, the map P�.h; h

?/ does not extend at �D 0.
Indeed, take any sequence of positive real numbers �n! 0. By definition of the map P ,
there is an embedding of S into the hyperbolic end Mn , with first fundamental form
equal to InD cosh2.�1

2
log �n/h and shape operator BnD� tanh.�1

2
log �n/b , which

corresponds to the projective structure Pn . In particular, Bn converges to �b . On the
other hand, by the proof by Labourie of Proposition 4.2 of [24], if Pn converges to a
projective surface, Bn should converge to the identity.

Proof of Proposition 5.14 The first two points are direct consequences of the defini-
tion of C from C 0 , and of Theorem 5.1. The third point follows from the expression
of B#

�
in Lemma 5.13, because C�.h; h

?/ is really considered as a conformal structure,
so it is not changed if we multiply B#

�
by a complex-valued function defined on S . In

particular, we can multiply B#
�

by 2
p
� , obtaining

2
p
�B#

� D .1C �/EC .1� �/b;

which is clearly continuous at uD 0.

For the last point note that the expression defining C�.h; h
?/ in Lemma 5.13 can be

analytically continued if B#
�

is nonsingular at all points of S . This happens if

�C 1

2
p
�
C

1� �

2
p
�
� ¤ 0

everywhere on S , which is certainly satisfied if

j�j<
�0C 1

�0� 1
:

6 The earthquake flow as a limit

The main goal of this section is to prove Theorems 1.12 and 1.14. The arguments are
based on comparing surfaces in AdS3 with constant Gauss curvature close to �1 to
pleated surfaces. The key step in the proof of Theorem 1.12 will be Theorem 1.14.

We fix a hyperbolic metric h on S and a divergent sequence of metrics h?n 2 T . We
will study the asymptotic behavior of the holomorphic map z 7! Pz.h; h

?
n/ assuming

that .h?n/n2N converges to a point in the Thurston boundary of T .S/ which is the
projective class of some measured geodesic lamination � on S .
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Take any sequence �n > 0 with limn!1 �n D 0 such that �n`h?n
! �.�; �/, ie for

every free homotopy class  of closed curves of S , the h?n –length of the h?n –geodesic
representative of  rescaled by the factor �n converges to the intersection between 
and �. Define P 0nW

SH! P.S/ as P 0n.z/D P 0
�nz
.h; h?n/, which are holomorphic, and

let P 01W
SH! P.S/ be P 01.t C is/D Grs�=2.E�t�=2.h//.

Theorem 6.1 For every z 2 SH , we have that P 0n.z/! P 01.z/.

Notice that since the P 0n are holomorphic, the convergence P 0n ! P 01 is, in fact,
in C1 . Note also that in this section we use the parameterization by the upper half-
plane—which is more practical when considering the limit to complex earthquakes—so
that we use the notation with primes for L;P; SGr , etc.

Outline of the section Since the arguments of this section are quite long, technical
and sometimes involved, we include an outline in order to help the reader.

In Section 6.1 we consider first the convergence issue in Theorem 6.1 for z imaginary.
This means that we prove the convergence of the smooth grafting map SGr to the
“usual” grafting map Gr .

This convergence issue can be stated in terms of hyperbolic 3–dimensional geometry:
if a sequence of hyperbolic ends .Mn/n2N contains a sequence of K–surfaces with
K ! �1, with induced metrics proportional to a fixed hyperbolic metric h, and
with third fundamental forms converging projectively to a measured lamination �,
then .Mn/n2N converges to a hyperbolic end for which the pleated surface boundary
has induced metric h and measured bending lamination �.

We then use the duality between H3 and the de Sitter space dS3 to turn this hyperbolic
convergence problem into a convergence question for K–surfaces close to the initial
singularity in MGHC de Sitter spaces. There we can use a convergence result obtained
by M. Belraouti [5] first in the flat case, and recently extended [6] to the de Sitter case,
and conclude to the convergence of Theorem 6.1 for imaginary z .

In Section 6.2 we turn to the convergence in Theorem 1.12, but now on the real axis.
This section only considers the convergence of the first factor in the landslide map L0

�n

to a limit hyperbolic metric, while the convergence of the second factor (suitably
normalized) to a measured lamination is dealt with in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

This convergence can again be stated in terms of 3–dimensional geometry, but now
for AdS manifolds rather than hyperbolic ends; see Proposition 6.9. We consider a
sequence of AdS MGHC manifolds Nn containing a future-convex surface Fn with
induced metric proportional to h and third fundamental form proportional to h?n , as
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the curvature tends to �1, and need to prove that the Nn converge to a limit MGHC
manifold N1 and that the Fn converge to the past boundary of the convex core of N1 .
To prove this we consider the universal covers zFn of the Fn as space-like surfaces
in AdS3 , invariant under surface group actions, and need to prove that they converge
to a space-like, pleated surface.

The difficulty here is to prove that the limit surface is space-like rather than light-
like. The proof uses an interplay between the AdS and the hyperbolic 3–dimensional
representations, in particular it is based on Lemma 6.11, which has a hyperbolic
character. This lemma provides an upper bound on the principal curvatures of the
surfaces zFn , from which it is possible to prove that the surfaces remain “uniformly
space-like”. The convergence of the representations also follows.

In Section 6.3 we turn to the convergence of the second factor in Theorem 1.12. This
section contains the proof of a statement which is perhaps of independent interest.
Suppose again that h is fixed and that �n`h?n

converges to �.�; �/ on closed curves,
and let bn be the operator expressing h?n in terms of h (as in Corollary 1.5). Then
we prove that the sequence of measures tr.bn/!hn

converges to the uniform measure
on the geodesic lamination realizing � in .S; h/ (see Proposition 6.16). The proof
takes place in 3–dimensional hyperbolic ends again, and is based on a more precise
understanding of the convergence of a sequence of K–surfaces to a pleated surface
as K tends to �1.

A direct consequence (Corollary 6.19) is that .�n`h?n
. //n2N is bounded for every

 2 �1.S/ if and only if �n

R
S tr.bn/!hn

is bounded. This is used in Section 6.4 to
prove the convergence of the second factor in Theorem 1.12, for z on the real axis, and
to conclude the proof of this theorem.

Finally, Section 6.5 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.14. The proof again takes
place in 3–dimensional hyperbolic ends, or actually—this is possible thanks to a scaling
trick—in quasi-Fuchsian manifolds. We consider again a sequence of K–surfaces with
induced metrics proportional to a fixed hyperbolic metric h, and third fundamental
forms proportional to a sequence of hyperbolic metrics hn limiting to a measured
lamination, when the curvatures go to �1. At this point we will have already proved
that those K–surfaces then converge to a pleated surface in a quasi-Fuchsian manifold,
and Theorem 1.14 can be translated as saying that the third fundamental forms of those
surfaces, suitably normalized, converge in a strong sense to the intersection with the
measured bending lamination of the limit bent surface.

The key technical point is now to get a good control of the convergence of the support
planes of the K–surfaces to the support planes of the pleated surface (see in particular
the proof of Lemma 6.21). The proof of those convergence properties again use the
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duality between the hyperbolic and the de Sitter space. The proof then proceeds
by comparison between the length of a curve ˛ on the dual of the pleated surface—
corresponding to the intersection of ˛ with the pleating lamination—and the de Sitter
distance between the points in de Sitter dual to the support planes at the endpoints of ˛ ,
using in particular geometric estimates in the de Sitter space.

6.1 Convergence on the imaginary axis

In this subsection we prove that if �n`h?n
! �.�; �/, then

(31) P 0i�n
.h; h?n/! Gr�=2.h/:

In fact, in order to prove Theorem 6.1, we will need to prove that the convergence is
uniform with respect to h.

Proposition 6.2 Let .hn/n2N be a sequence of hyperbolic metrics converging to a
hyperbolic metric h on S , and let .h?n/n2N be a sequence of hyperbolic metrics con-
verging projectively to Œ�� in the Thurston boundary of T . If �n is a sequence of positive
numbers such that �n`h?n

! �.�; �/, then SGr0
�n
.hn; h

?
n/ converges to Gr�=2.h/.

Notice that (31) corresponds to the particular case of Proposition 6.2 in which hn is
constant.

By definition, SGr0
�n
.hn; h

?
n/ D P 0

i�n
.hn; h

?
n/ is the projective structure on S deter-

mined by prescribing that the associated hyperbolic end .Mn;gMn
/ contains a constant

curvature surface Sn , parametrized by x�nW S!Sn �Mn , with first fundamental form
ISn
D cosh2.�n=2/hn and third fundamental form IIISn

D sinh2.�n=2/h
?
n .

In general, given an embedding S !†� X of S inside a (hyperbolic, de Sitter or
anti-de Sitter) 3–manifold, we will denote by the same symbol the first fundamental
form I† (resp. the third fundamental form III† ) and its pullback on S .

Let @Mn be the hyperbolic boundary of Mn , that carries a hyperbolic induced met-
ric g@Mn

and is locally bent along a measured geodesic lamination �n . By definition,
P 0

i�n
.hn; h

?
n/D Gr�n

.g@Mn
/. So, in order to prove Proposition 6.2, it is sufficient to

check that .S;g@Mn
/ converges to .S; h/, and �n converges to �=2 in ML.S/.

Lemma 6.3 The hyperbolic metrics g@Mn
are contained in a compact subset of T .

Proof The closest point projection rnW Mn ! @Mn is 1–Lipschitz. In particular,
we have a 1–Lipschitz map rnjSn

W Sn! @Mn . This implies that the marked length
spectrum of @Mn is bounded from above by the marked length spectrum of Sn , that in
turn is locally uniformly bounded.
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Lemma 6.4 The bending laminations �n are contained in a compact subset of ML.

In order to prove Lemma 6.4, we will consider the de Sitter spacetime M ?
n dual to Mn :

it is the set of complete geodesic planes contained in Mn . The de Sitter structure is
induced by the natural map dev?W �M ?

n ! dS3 , where the model of de Sitter geometry
is the set of geodesic planes of H3 (see Scannell [34] and Benedetti and the first
author [7]).

Scannell [34] showed that M ?
n is a MGHC spacetime diffeomorphic to S �R. Fol-

lowing [7], �M ?
n has a natural boundary corresponding to the set of support planes

of @ �Mn . This boundary is called the initial singularity: the de Sitter metric extends to
the boundary and makes it an achronal (but not spacelike) surface. So @ �M ?

n carries a
pseudometric d0 induced by �M ?

n . By [7] and Benedetti and Guadagnini [8] it turns
out that the action of �1.S/ on �M ?

n extends to the boundary (even if the action on
the boundary is neither proper nor free) and the marked length spectrum of this action
coincides with the intersection with the bending lamination:

(32) �.�n;  /D inffd0.x
?; x?/ j x? 2 @ �M ?

n g:

Let S?n be the surface in M ?
n dual to Sn , corresponding to the set of support planes

of Sn (that by the convexity of Sn are complete planes in Mn ). There is a natural map
Sn! S?n sending x to the dual of the plane tangent to Sn at x .

A simple local computation shows that the first fundamental form of S?n coincides with
the third fundamental form of Sn (through the natural map Sn!S?n ). In particular S?n
is a surface of constant curvature �1= sinh2.�n=2/. Barbot, Beguin and Zeghib [4]
have shown that there is a time function (K-time) tnW M ?

n ! .�1; 0/ such that t�1
n .k/

is the unique surface in M ?
n with constant curvature k .

Lemma 6.4 is a simple consequence of Equation (32) and the following general lemma
of de Sitter geometry.

Lemma 6.5 [5; 6] Let M ? be a de Sitter MGHC spacetime and @ �M ? be the
boundary of its universal covering. If S? is a constant curvature surface in M ? , there
is a natural 1–Lipschitz equivariant map

zr?W zS?! @ �M ?

such that zr?.zx/ 2 I�.zx/\ @ �M ? .

In particular, we have
`@M?. /� `S?. /;

where `@M? and `S? are the marked length spectra of @M ? and S? respectively.
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Proposition 6.6 The hyperbolic metrics g@Mn
converge to h.

Proof By Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4, we have that up to passing to a subsequence Mn!M1 .
In particular, we can concretely realize Mn Š .S � Œ0;C1/;gMn

/ in such a way
that gMn

converges to a hyperbolic metric gM1 such that .S�Œ0;C1/;gM1/ŠM1 ,
where we have denoted by the same symbol the metric gMn

on Mn and the corre-
sponding metric on the model S � Œ0;C1/.

By abuse of notation, we denote again by rnW S� Œ0;C1/!S�f0g the retraction cor-
responding to the retraction of Mn onto @Mn . Let x�nW .S; h/! .S�Œ0;C1/;gMn

/ be
the embedding with first fundamental form ISn

Dcosh2.�n=2/hn and third fundamental
form IIISn

D sinh2.�n=2/h
?
n .

Notice that the composition in D rn ı x�nW .S; cosh2.�n=2/hn/! .S �f0g;g@Mn
/ is a

1–Lipschitz homotopy equivalence. So in converges (up to passing to a subsequence)
to a 1–Lipschitz homotopy equivalence i1W .S; h/! .S �f0g;g@M1/. Since both h

and g@M1 are hyperbolic metrics, we conclude that i1 is an isometry.

Let �1 the bending lamination of M1 . In order to conclude the proof of Equation (31)
we need to show that �1 D �=2. In fact, the following general result in Lorentzian
geometry and (32) show that

(33) �.�1;  /D lim
n
`S?n

. /D lim
n
`IIISn

. /D lim
n

�n

2
`h?n

. /D �.�=2;  /;

for every closed curve  .

Proposition 6.7 [5; 6] Let .X?
n /n2N be a sequence of MGHC de Sitter (or anti-

de Sitter) spacetimes homeomorphic to S � R. Suppose that X?
n converges to a

MGHC spacetime X?
1 . Take any sequence of numbers kn!�1 and let †?n be the

future-convex surface of constant curvature kn contained in X?
n .

Denote by `0 the length spectrum of the initial singularity of X?
1 . Then, for every

 2 �1.S/ we have

`†?n . /! `0. /

as n!C1.

In the next section we will give a short description of the initial singularity for anti-de
Sitter spacetimes and we will apply Proposition 6.7 to this case.
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Remark 6.8 In [5], Proposition 6.7 is proved assuming slightly different hypotheses.
In fact, assuming that X? is a fixed flat space-time, it is proved that the length spectrum
of the level set †?.t/ of the K–time monotonically converges to the length spectrum
of the initial singularity:

(34) `†?.t/& `0 as t !�1.

By [3] it is not difficult to see that the K–time continuously depend on the geometric
structure; that is, if X?

n is a sequence of flat space-times converging to X?
1 , then

for t fixed the length spectrum `†?n.t/ converges to the length spectrum `†?1.t/ , and
the length spectrum of the initial singularity of X?

n converges to the length spectrum
of X1 . Then, by the monotonicity of the convergence `†?n.t/& `n;0 , for any sequence
tn!�1 one gets that `†?n.tn/! `1;0 as n!C1.

In order to apply the same argument to the de Sitter and anti-de Sitter case, the key point
is then to prove (34). In the de Sitter case, the argument used in [5] can be rephrased
verbatim. In fact, it is based on the convexity of the K–time and the cosmological time
which are true also in the de Sitter case.

In the anti-de Sitter case, the K–time is still convex, but the cosmological time is not.
Thus the argument must be slightly adapted. The convexity of the K–time implies the
length spectrum of †?.t/ is monotonically increasing and lim inft!�1 `†?.t/ � `0 .
In order to prove that lim supt!�1 `†?.t/� `0 , one can use that the universal covering
of †?.t/ is the graph of a function ut in AdS3 Š H2 � S1 which converges to a
function u0 whose graph is the past boundary of zX? . By the convexity, we have that
also grad.ut / converges to grad.u0/ almost everywhere. This fact can be used to prove
that, given a loop  in S , every path z& joining zx to  � zx in @� zX? can be approximated
by paths z&t on z†?.t/ whose endpoints are  –related, so that `.z&t /! `.z&0/. This
implies that lim supt!�1 `†?.t/ � `0 .

6.2 Convergence on the real axis

In this section we will prove that

(35) L01�n
.h; h?n/!E�=2.h/:

Recall that L01
�n

is the composition of the map L0
�n
W T �T !T �T with the projection

on the first factor.

As in the previous section, we will need a slightly stronger statement.
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Proposition 6.9 Let .hn/n2N and .h?n/n2N be two sequences of hyperbolic metrics
such that .hn/n2N converges to a hyperbolic metric h on S and that .h?n/ converges
to a point Œ�� in Thurston boundary of T . If �n is a sequence of positive numbers such
that �n`h?n

! �.�; �/, then L01
�n
.hn; h

?
n/ converges to E�=2.h/.

Recall that the holonomy of L01
�n
.hn; h

?
n/ corresponds to the left holonomy of the

MGHC AdS manifold Nn Š S �R containing a future-convex K–surface Fn with
IFn
D cos2.�n=2/hn and IIIFn

D sin2.�n=2/h
?
n . In order to prove Proposition 6.9,

we will show that Nn converges to a MGHC AdS structure N1 and Fn converges to
the lower boundary @�C.N1/ of the convex core of N1 . Then we will prove that
@�C.N1/ is isometric to .S; h/ and is bent along a lamination corresponding to �=2.
By a result of Mess [29], the left holonomy of N1 (that is, by definition, the limit of
the left holonomies of Nn ) is equal to the holonomy of E�=2.h/, and Proposition 6.9
follows.

In order to prove that Nn converges to some structure, we will consider the lifting
�nW
zS! zNn�AdS3 corresponding to the embedding x�nW S!Fn�Nn . The map �n

is determined up to isometry of AdS3 and we will normalize it by requiring that, for
some fixed zp0 2

zS , �n. zp0/D zx0 and the normal vector to zFnD �n. zS/ at zx0 is equal
to z�0 for some fixed zx0; z�0 in AdS3 .

The first step to prove the convergence of Nn is to show that �n converges to a spacelike
embedding into AdS3 .

Proposition 6.10 Up to passing to a subsequence, zFn converges to a spacelike sur-
face zF1 in AdS3 and the map �n converges to an embedding

�1W zS !AdS3

whose image is zF1 .

The easy part of the proof is to show that zFn converges to an embedded surface zF1
in AdS3 that is achronal. The main issue is to show that the surface zF1 is spacelike.
The proof relies on the fact that, for some fixed zp 2 zS , the tangent planes of zFn

at �n. zp/ are uniformly spacelike, in the sense that they cannot approximate lightlike
planes.

The proof of this fact is based on the technical Lemma 6.11.

Lemma 6.11 Let bn be the hn –self adjoint operator such that h?n D hn.bn�; bn�/ and
let x�nW S ! Sn �Mn be the embedding introduced in Section 6.1. Denote by I #

zSn
the lifting to zS of the grafted metric I #

Sn
introduced in Definition 2.1. Then, for every

compact set K � zS , there is a constant CK such that the diameter of K with respect
to I #

Sn
is bounded by CK for every n.
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Proof For any k 2 Œ�1; 0/, Mn contains exactly one K–surface of constant curva-
ture k , denoted here by Mn.k/ (where by Mn.�1/ we mean the boundary of Mn ).
For each n, let Gn D SGr0

�n
.hn; h

?
n/ be the projective surface at infinity of Mn . Let

us consider the natural retraction …Mn.k/W Gn !Mn.k/, which is the limit of the
closest point projections Mn.K/!Mn.k/ onto the convex surface Mn.k/ as K > k

converges to 0 (see Figure 1).

x Gn

Mn

Mn.k/

…Mn.k/.x/

�n …Mn.�1/.x/

@Mn

Figure 1: The retraction …Mn.k/

On the universal covering, … �Mn.k/
sends a point zx 2 zGn to the tangency point of

the unique horocycle centered at zx and tangent to �Mn.k/. For k 2 .�1; 0/, the
map …Mn.k/ is a diffeomorphism and the inverse is the map obtained by sending
each point of y 2 Mn.k/ to the final point of the geodesic ray starting from y

and orthogonal to Mn.k/. If k D �1, the projection …Mn.�1/ is not injective in
general, since points on Mn.�1/ can admit several normal directions. Nevertheless,
…Mn.�1/W Gn!Mn.�1/ is a homotopy equivalence.

In [37], it has been shown that, for k 2 .�1; 0/, the diffeomorphism …Mn.k/ is
conformal with respect to the grafted metric I #

Mn.k/
of Mn.k/. The conformal factor

is an increasing function of k : this precisely means that the conformal map

…Mn.k0/ ı…
�1
Mn.k/

W .Mn.k/; I
#
Mn.k/

/! .Mn.k
0/; I #

Mn.k0/
/

decreases the lengths when k > k 0 .
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Now notice that Sn is equal to Mn.Kn/ for Kn D �1= cosh2.�n/. As definitively
Kn < �1=2, the map

jn D x�
�1
n ı…Sn

ı…�1
Mn.�1=2/W .Mn.�1=2/; I #

Mn.�1=2//! .S; I #
Sn
/

decreases the lengths.

Since Mn converges to an hyperbolic end M1 , the surface Mn.�1=2/ converges
to M1.�1=2/ in C1–sense. This means that Mn can be concretely realized as
a hyperbolic metric gMn

on S � Œ0;C1/ such that Mn.�1=2/ D S � f1g and
such that gMn

converges to a hyperbolic metric gM1 and M1.�1=2/ D S � f1g.
Then the family of 1–Lipschitz maps jn converges to the map j1 D x�

�1
1 ı…S1 ı

…�1
M1.�1=2/

W M1.�1=2/! S , which is a homotopy equivalence.

Let z|1 and z|n be the lifting of those maps to the universal covering. Notice that z|1 is
a proper map. If K is a compact subset of zS , then K0 D z|�1

1 .K/ is a compact subset
of zS � f1g, and K0n D z|

�1
n .K/ is contained in some compact neighborhood of K0

for every n. In particular, there exists a constant C 0
K

such that the diameter of K0n
with respect to zI #

Mn.�1=2/
is bounded by C 0

K
for all n. Taking CK bigger than C 0

K
, it

follows that the diameter of every K0n with respect to zI #
Mn.�1=2/

is bounded by CK .
Since z|n decreases the lengths, we have that the diameter of K with respect to I #

zSn

is
bounded by CK for n large enough.

Lemma 6.12 For every d > 0 there is a compact set K in AdS3 such that for zp 2 zS
with dh. zp; zp0/ < d , the normal vector z�n. zp/ of zFn at �n. zp/ lies in K .

Proof Lemma 6.11 implies that for any d > 0, there is D > 0 such that for any n

and any zp 2 Bzh. zp0; d/ there exists a path z& W Œ0; 1�! zS connecting zp0 to zp such
that `I #

zSn

.z&/ is bounded by D .

We claim (and will prove below) that this implies that

jhzx0; z�n. zp/ij � 2e2D ;(36)

jhz�0; z�n. zp/ij � 2e2D :(37)

It follows from this claim that z�n. zp/ is contained in

K D fw 2AdS3
j hzx0; wi � 2e2D ; hz�0; wi � 2e2D

g;

which is a compact subset of AdS3 , and the lemma follows. We now turn to the proof
of the claim.
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We fix n and consider the following functions:

a.t/D�hzx0; �n.z&.t//i; a?.t/D�hzx0; z�n.z&.t//i;

a?.t/D�hz�0; �n.z&.t//i; a
?
?.t/D�hz�0; z�n.z&.t//i:

Notice that a is a positive function since zx0 and �n.z&.t// are contained in a spacelike
surface. Moreover, since the surface zFn is convex, the plane orthogonal to z�n.z&.t//

is a support plane for zFn , so it is not difficult to check that also a? is positive (see
Figure 2).

AdS3
zx0

�n.z&/

z�n.z&.t//

�n.z&.t//

hzx; z�n.z&.t//i< 0

zFn

hzx; z�n.z&.t//i> 0

Figure 2: The product hzx0; z�n.z&.t//i is negative.

We can decompose zx0 as

zx0 D a.t/z�n.z&.t//C a?.t/z�n.z&.t//C zv.t/;

with zv.t/ 2 T�n.z&.t//
zFn . Imposing hzx0; zx0i D �1, we deduce that kzv.t/k � aC a? .

On the other hand, kzv.t/k � kzv.t/kzhn
and so

PaD hzx0; P�n ı z&i D hzv; d�n. Pz&/i � .aC a?/k Pz&kzhn
;

Pa? D hzx0;B zFn
.d�n. Pz&//i � .aC a?/kB zFn

. Pz&/kzhn
� .aC a?/

�n

2
k Pz&kzh?n

:

Since I #
Sn

dominates both zhn and �2
n

4
zh?n we see that

.aC a?/.0/D 2;

PaC Pa? � 2.aC a?/k Pz&kI #
zSn

;

and by a simple integration we have aC a? � 2e2D .
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A similar argument can be applied to a? and a?
?

using the fact that the path z�n.z&.t//

is contained in the dual surface zF?n , that is the surface made of normal vectors of zFn .
Indeed, there is a natural map �?n W zS ! zF

?
n that sends a point zp to the point dual to

the plane tangent to zFn at �n. zp/. The corresponding embedding data are

(38) I zF?n
D III zFn

D sin2.�n=2/h
?
n; B zF?n

D�1= tan.�n=2/b
�1
n :

In particular, F?n is a past-convex spacelike surface, and the previous argument shows
that a?C a?

?
� 2e2D .

Proof of Proposition 6.10 We will consider the product model of AdS3 DH2�S1 ,
where the metric at some point .�; ei#/ is

gAdS3 D gH2 ��.�/d#;

where �.�/D cosh dH2.�; �0/, where �0 is some fixed point (see [9]).

By a lemma of Mess [29], the image of �n is the graph of some function H2 3 � 7!

eisn.�/ 2 S1 that satisfies the spacelike condition

(39) k grad.sn/k< 1=�:

We can also suppose that �n. zp0/ is the point zx0D .�0; 0/ and the normal vector of zFn

at zx0 is the unit vertical vector.

By (39), the functions sn are uniformly Lipschitz on compact sets of H2 . So, up
to subsequence, zFn converges to a surface zF1 which is the graph of some limit
function s1 , that verifies k grad.s1/k � 1=� almost everywhere.

In order to show that zF1 is spacelike, we need to prove that s1 verifies the strict
inequality (39) almost everywhere. Notice that the projection �nW

zFn!H2 increases
the length, so the disk D in H2 with center .�0; 0/ and radius r is contained in
�n ı�n.B zFn

.zx0; r//. By Lemma 6.12, the normal vectors of zFn on the cylinder based
on D are contained in some compact subset K (independent of n).

Since the normal vector at .�; sn.�// is the vector

1p
1��2k grad.sn/k2

�
grad.sn/C

@

@#

�
under the natural identification T .H2 � S1/ D T H2 ˚ TS1 , we deduce that there
exists � depending on K , such that

k grad.sn/k � .1� �/=�

for every � 2D and every n. This shows that zF1 is spacelike.
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Moreover, the restriction of the projection �n ı�nW . zS ; h/!H2 on Bzh. zp0; r/ is C –
Lipschitz, for some constant C depending only on r . Indeed, given a vector zv 2 T zp zS ,
let zvn D d�n.v/ and zun D d�n.zvn/. We have that zvn D zunChgrad.sn/; zuni@=@# , so
cos2.�n=2/zhn.zv; zv/D hzvn; zvni � kzunk

2��2k grad.sn/k
2kzunk

2 � �kzunk
2 .

Since hn! h, there exists C 0 such that the identity map between .S; h/ and .S; hn/

is C 0–Lipschitz for every n. It follows, after taking a subsequence, that .�n ı �n/

converges to a map � 01W zS !H2 , so then we have that .�n/ converges to the map
�1. zp/D .�

0
1. zp/; s1.�

0
1. zp//.

We can prove now that the holonomy �nW �1.S/! Isom0.AdS3/ of Nn converges to
a limit representation �1 for which �1 equivariant.

Lemma 6.13 If �n converges to a space-like embedding �1 , then the representa-
tion �n converges to a representation �1W �1.S/! Isom0.AdS3/ such that zF1 is
�1–equivariant.

Moreover, the left and right components of �1 are discrete and faithful representations
of �1.S/ into PSL2.R/.

Proof First we prove that, for every  2 �1.S/, the sequence �n. / is bounded in
Isom0.AdS3/.

Recall that we are assuming �n. zp0/ D zx0 for all n and the normal vectors z�n. zp0/

are equal to z�0 . Now the �n. /.zx0/ D �n. zp0/ form a sequence converging to
xx0 D �1. zp0/ and the �n. /.z�0/ converge to a unit timelike vector x�0 at xx0 orthog-
onal to some support plane of zF1 .

This implies there is a bounded sequence of isometry of AdS3 , says �n , such that

�n�n. /.zx0/D zx0; �n�n. /.z�0/D z�0:

Now the set of isometries that fix zx0 and z�0 is compact; so, after taking a subsequence,
�n�n. /!x� . Since up to passing to a subsequence we also have �n! �1 , we can
deduce that �n. /! ��1

1 ı x� .

To prove that �n is converging, it is sufficient to check that two converging subsequences
of �n share the same limit. On the other hand, suppose that �1 is a limit of a
subsequence of �n , then �1 makes �1 equivariant:

�1. zp/D �1. /�1. zp/:

This relation uniquely determines the action of �1. / on zF1 . Since two isometries
of AdS3 that coincide on a spacelike surface are equal the result follows.
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The fact that the left and right representations �1.S/! PSL2.R/ corresponding to �1
are faithful and discrete is a consequence of the fact that they are limit of faithful and
discrete representations.

If .�ni
/ is a convergent subsequence of .�n/, then Lemma 6.13 implies that Nni

is
a convergent sequence of spacetime. Let N1 be the limit of such spacetimes. Its
holonomy is by definition the limit of the holonomies of the Nn . In particular, we
can concretely realize Nn as an AdS metric gNn

on S �R, in such a way that gNni

converges to an AdS metric gN1 as tensors on S �R and .S �R;gN1/ŠN1 .

Proposition 6.14 Fni
converges to the lower boundary @�C.N1/ of the convex core

of N1 . Moreover, the induced map

x�1W .S; h/! @�C.N1/

is an isometry.

The proof of this proposition is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 6.15 If N is a MGHC anti-de Sitter spacetime and N.k/ is a Cauchy surface
of constant curvature k � �1, then the Lorentzian distance of any point of N.k/ from
the convex core of N is smaller than arctan

p
j1C kj.

Proof We consider the point x0 on N.k/ with the biggest distance from the convex
core. If d is the distance between x0 and the convex core, then it is well known that
d < �=2 and there exists a timelike geodesic segment & joining the point x0 to a
point y0 on the boundary of the convex core with length equal to d [7].

C. zN /

zy0

z&

zx0

@C. zN /

„
zN .k/

„d

zN

Figure 3: Estimating the distance between zN .k/ and C. zN /
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We consider now a lift z& of & to the universal cover zN �AdS3 (see Figure 3). The
plane „ through zy0 orthogonal to z& is a support plane for the lifting of the convex
core. Let „d be the surface of points in AdS3 whose distance from „ is d . It is a
convex surface of constant curvature �1= cos2.d/. Clearly, zx0 lies on „d and zN .k/

is contained in the convex side bounded by „d . In particular, zN .k/ and „d are
tangent at zx0 and, by the maximum principle, the curvature of zN .k/ is less than the
curvature of „d at zx0 .

We deduce that k � �1= cos2.d/, which implies that tan.d/�
p
j1C kj.

Proof of Proposition 6.14 Since the metrics gNni
converge to gN1 , the convex

cores of the Nni
converge to the convex core of N1 . (Since the metrics converge, the

holonomy representations converge and so that their limit set in @1AdS3 converge;
therefore also their convex hulls, so the convex cores converge.)

In particular, the lower boundary @�C.Nni
/ of the convex core of Nni

converges
to @�C.N1/. By Lemma 6.15, the distance of any point of Fni

from @�C.Nni
/ is

smaller that �ni
=2. This implies that Fni

converges to @�C.N1/.

In order to prove that the map x�1W .S; h/! @�C.N1/ is an isometry, it is sufficient
to show that x�1 increases the distances. Indeed, both .S; h/ and @�C.N1/ are
hyperbolic surfaces and x�1 is an homotopy equivalence.

We will prove that the lifting �1W . zS ; h/! @�C. zN1/ increases the lengths. Given
zp; zq 2 zS , we consider any path z& W Œ0; 1�! zS connecting zp and zq such that

� @�C. zN1/ is smooth at almost all points of z&1 WD �1 ı z& ,
� `.z&1/� d1.zx1; zy1/C � ,

where zx1 D �1. zp/ and zy1 D �1.zq/ and d1 is the distance in @�C. zN1/.

In the model H2�S1 of AdS3 , the surfaces zFn are graphs of functions eisn W H2!S1

converging to eis1 W H2! S1 such that @�C. zN1/ is the graph of eis1 .

We have z&1.t/ D .�.t/; eis1.�.t/// with �W Œ0; 1� ! H2 Lipschitz function. Take
z&n.t/ D .�.t/; e

isn.�.t///. For any smooth point zx D .�; eis1.�// of @�C. zN1/ we
have grad.sn/.�/! grad.s1/.�/. Indeed, by convexity, tangent planes of zFn converge
to support planes of @�C. zN1/.

By the Lebesgue Theorem we have

`.z&n/D

Z 1

0

q
kP�k2��.�/h P�; grad.sn/i2dt

!

Z 1

0

q
kP�k2��.�/h P�; grad.s1/i2dt D `.z&1/;
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since
q
kP�k2��.�/h P�; grad.sn/i2 are all dominated by kP�k, which is an integrable

function.

Since the endpoints of z&n correspond to points zxn D 'n. zpn/ and zyn D 'n.zqn/ with
zpn! zp and zqn! zq , we deduce that dzh. zp; zq/ � d1.zx1; zy1/C � . Since � can be
chosen arbitrarily small,

(40) dzh. zp; zq/� d1.zx1; zy1/:

This completes the proof.

So far, we have shown that Nn is contained in a compact subset of the space of
MGHC AdS structures, and any convergent subsequence of x�nW S !Nn converges
to an isometric embedding x�1W .S; h/! N1 , whose image is the lower boundary
@�C.N1/ of the convex core of N1 .

Let �1 be the bending lamination of @�C.N1/. We will prove that �1D �=2. Since
the length spectrum of the third fundamental form IIIFn

converges to the intersection
spectrum of �=2, it is sufficient to prove that it converges also to the intersection
spectrum of the bending lamination of @�C.N1/.

Now, let zF?n be the surface dual to zFn . Points of zF?n are dual to tangent planes of zFn

and zF?n is a past-convex surface of constant curvature �1= sin2.�n=2/ as (38) shows.

Clearly, zF?n is invariant under the holonomy action of �1.S/, so it is contained in zN ?
n

and its quotient is a Cauchy surface F?n of zN ?
n . By Equation (38), the length spectrum

of zF?n is equal to the length spectrum of the third fundamental form IIIFn
.

The boundary of the domain zN1 in AdS3 is the union of two disjoint achronal surfaces:
the past and the future singularities of zN1 , that are clearly invariant under the action
of �1.S/.

By Proposition 6.7, the length spectrum of F?n converges to the length spectrum of
the action of �1.S/ on the future singularity of zN ?

1 (notice indeed that since F?n is
past-convex, in order to apply Proposition 6.7 we need to exchange the time orientation).
On the other hand, by [7] the length spectrum of the future singularity of zN ?

1 coincides
with the intersection spectrum of the bending lamination of the lower boundary of the
convex core of N1 .

Combining these facts, we deduce that

`IIIFn
. /! �.�1;  /;

so �1 D �=2.
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6.3 Asymptotic behavior of the measures tr.bn/!hn

Let .hn; h
?
n/n2N be a sequence of normalized hyperbolic metrics on S such that hn

converges to h and h?n converges to Œ�� in Thurston boundary of Teichmüller space,
and denote by bn the operator associated to .hn; h

?
n/ provided by Corollary 1.5.

Moreover, let .�n/n2N be a sequence such that �n`h?n
converges to �.�; �/ in the sense

of spectra of closed curves.

In this section we study the asymptotic behavior of tr.bn/: roughly speaking, it con-
centrates around the h–geodesic representative of �. Hence, we will always refer to �
as to such an h–geodesic representative.

These results will turn useful in the proof of Theorem 6.1 and in Section 7.

Proposition 6.16 Let V � S a closed subsurface such that @V is smooth and does
not intersect �. Call �V the h–geodesic sublamination �\V . Then

�n

Z
V

tr.bn/!hn
! `h.�V /;

where !g is the area form associated to g .

In order to prove Proposition 6.16, we need the following lemma that is analogous to
Lemma 6.15.

Lemma 6.17 Let M be a hyperbolic end associated to some projective structure
on S , and let M.k/ be the surface of constant curvature k with k 2 Œ�1; 0/. Then the
distance of any point of M.k/ from the boundary of M is at most arctanh

p
1C k .

The proof of Lemma 6.17 is essentially the same as in Lemma 6.15. We leave the
details to the reader.

Corollary 6.18 The family of isometric immersions �nW . zS ; cosh2.�n=2/zh/! H3

converges to a bending map �1W . zS ; h/!H3 , with bending lamination �=2.

Proof Since �n are uniformly Lipschitz as maps . zS ; zh/!H3 , they converge up to
subsequences to a locally convex surface. Combining Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.17,
we deduce that this surface is the bent surface corresponding to Gr�=2.S/.

Proof of Proposition 6.16 We consider the embedding x�nW S ! Sn 2Mn inside a
hyperbolic end Mn such that

ISn
D cosh2.�n=2/hn; BSn

D tanh.�n=2/bn:
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The projective structure Gn at the ideal boundary of Mn converges to G1DGr�=2.h/
(Proposition 6.2). Call M1 the hyperbolic end determined by the CP1 –surface G1 .

A simple computation shows that the area element of Sn with respect to I #
Sn

is
!I #

Sn

D .cosh2.�n=2/C sinh2.�n=2/C sinh.�n=2/ cosh.�n=2/ tr.bn//!hn
and so the

area of x�n.V / is

(41) AreaI #
Sn

.V /D

�
Areahn

.V /C
�n

2

Z
V

tr.bn/!hn

�
.1C o.�n//:

As before, we can identify Mn[Gn Š .S � Œ0;1/;gMn
/[S � f1g so that

� the developing map devnW
zS� Œ0;1�!SH3 converges to dev1 (and so we have

gMn
! gM1 ),

� x�n converges to the pleated surface x�1W S ! .S � f0g;gM1/.

We will call @dMn the surface in Mn at distance d from the boundary and let
…@d Mn

W Gn! @dMn the projection introduced in Lemma 6.11.

There exists two numbers �n<ın such that Sn is contained between @�nMn and @ınMn

and, by Lemma 6.17, ın! 0 as n!C1.

By the monotonicity result proved in [37],

…�@�n Mn
.I #
@�n Mn

/�…�Sn
.I #

Sn
/�…�

@ın Mn
.I #
@ın Mn

/:

If �n is the bending lamination of Mn , then the grafted metric on @dMn makes
it isometric to e2dgGn

, where gGn
is Thurston metric on the projective surface

Gn D Gr�n
.@Mn;gMn

/.

So we deduce that
e2�n!Gn

�…�Sn
.!I #

Sn

/� e2ın!Gn
;

and so

(42) e2�n AreaGn
.…�1

Sn
.x�n.V ///� AreaI #

Sn

.V /� e2ın AreaGn
.…�1

Sn
.x�n.V ///:

Since Gn!G1 , their Thurston metrics converge to gG1 . We claim that …�1
Sn
.x�n.V //

converge to …�1
S1
.x�1.V // in the Hausdorff sense, and so

(43) AreaI #
Sn

.V /! AreaG1.…
�1
S1
.x�1.V ///D Areah.V /C

1

2
`h.�V /;

by Equation (42).

The result will follow by comparing Equations (41) and (43).

In order to prove the claim, it is enough to prove that @…�1
Sn
.x�n.V //!@…�1

S1
.x�1.V //,

which would follow from the fact that …�1
Sn
ı x�nj@V converges to …�1

S1
ı x�1j@V .
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Notice that …Sn
is a diffeomorphism, and …�1

S1
ıx�1j@V is well-defined and continuous

since @V does not intersect �.

Let .pn/n2N be a sequence of points in @V such that pn!p . The point …�1
Sn
.x�n.pn//

is the ideal point of the horocycle Un tangent to Sn at x�n.pn/. By convexity of the
surfaces Sn , one can easily see that Un converges to a horocycle U1 tangent to S1
at x�1.p/. Since p 62 �, such a U1 is unique and so its ideal point is necessar-
ily …�1

S1
.p/.

Corollary 6.19 Let hn be a sequence of hyperbolic metrics converging to h, and
let h?n be a diverging sequence of metrics. Then, .�n`h?n

. //n2N is bounded for every
 2 �1.S/ if and only if �n

R
S tr.bn/!hn

is bounded.

6.4 Proof of Theorems 1.12 and 6.1

Proof of Theorem 1.12 Let us fix a hyperbolic metric h on S and a sequence of
hyperbolic metrics h?n converging to a point Œ�� in Thurston boundary of T . Fixing a
sequence �n such that �n`h?n

converges to �.�; �/, let us set

Lei�n .h; h
?
n/D .h

1
n; h

2
n/:

In Section 6.2 we showed h1
n!E�=2.h/. To conclude the proof we need to prove

(44) �n`h2
n
! �.�; �/:

The main issue to prove (44) is to show that for every  2 �1.S/, there is C D C. /

such that

(45) �n`h2
n
. / < C:

Corollary 6.19 indicates that, in order to prove (45), it is sufficient to bound

�n

Z
S

tr.b0n/!h1
n
;

where b0n is the h1
n –self-adjoint operator such that h2

nDh1
n.b
0
n�; b

0
n�/. Now we have that

b0nD ˇ
0
nbnˇ

�1
n where ˇnD cos.�n=2/ECsin.�n=2/Jbn and !h1

n
D det.ˇn/!hD!h .

So, �n

R
S tr.b0n/!h1

n
D�n

R
S tr.bn/!h that in turn is bounded since �n`h?n

. / is bounded
for every  2 �1.S/ by hypothesis.

It follows that there exists a measured geodesic lamination � such that, up to passing
to a subsequence, �n`h2

n
! �.�; �/. To show that �D �, notice that by Proposition 6.9

we have that

(46) L1
ei�n

.h1
n; h

2
n/!E�=2.h1/:
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On the other hand, we have that

L1
ei�n

.h1
n; h

2
n/DL1

ei�n
.Lei�n .h; h

?
n//DL1

e2i�n
.h; h?n/:

So, applying again Proposition 6.9, we obtain that

(47) L1
ei�n

.h1
n; h

2
n/!E�.h/DE�=2.h1/:

Comparing (46) and (47) we conclude that E�=2.h1/DE�=2.h1/ and so �D �.

Proof of Theorem 6.1 Let h and hn as above. For all z D t C is 2 SH , we have to
prove

(48) P 0�nz.h; h
?
n/! Grs�=2.E�t�=2.h//:

Recall that P 0
�nz
.h; h?n/D SGr�ns ıL0

��nt
.h; h?n/. Note that if we put

L0
��nt .h; h

?
n/D .h

1
n; h

2
n/;

Theorem 1.12 shows that h1
n! h1 DE�t�=2.h/ and �n`h2

n
! �.

Applying Proposition 6.2 we conclude that

P 0�nz.h; h
?
n/D SGr�ns.h

1
n; h

2
n/! Grs�=2.E�t�=2.h//:

6.5 Convergence of the distances

The aim of this section is to study the asymptotic behavior of the sequence of distances
induced by the metrics �2

n h?n introduced in the previous section. By our assumption,
the length spectrum of h?n rescaled by �n converges to the intersection with �. Notice
that this assumption only concerns the isotopy class of h?n . On the other hand, once we
concretely fix h, the metric h?n is uniquely determined in its isotopy class by requiring
the identity map .S; h/! .S; h?n/ is minimal Lagrangian. The result we consider in
this section deals with the asymptotic behavior of h?n considered as concrete metrics
on S . Clearly, these results are valid for this choice of gauge, and are no longer valid
if we change h?n by some isotopy.

Notice that the representative � of a point in Thurston boundary of T .S/ can be chosen
to be a measured geodesic lamination for any hyperbolic metric on S . In order to study
the behavior of h?n , it is natural to fix � as the concrete measured geodesic realization
with respect to the metric h.

Let us fix a universal cover zS ! S and denote by zh and zh?n the pullback of the
metrics h and h?n on zS . Finally let z� be the pullback of � on zS .
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Proposition 6.20 For every zp; zq 2 zS n z� we have

(49) �ndzh?n
. zp; zq/! �.z̨; z�/;

where z̨ is any smooth path in zS joining zp to zq and meeting each leaf of z� at most
once and transversely. Moreover, the convergence is uniform on compact subsets
of zS n z�.

Theorem 1.14 is a direct consequence of this statement, so that its proof will be a
consequence of the proof of this proposition.

First, notice that it is sufficient to prove Proposition 6.20 after rescaling �n and � by
some arbitrary factor. In particular, we may assume the projective surface Gr�=2.S; h/
is quasi-Fuchsian. This technical assumption will simplify some steps of the proof.

First we show the following.

Lemma 6.21

(50) lim inf �ndzh?n
. zp; zq/� �.z̨; z�/:

Proof Let Mn be the hyperbolic end introduced in Section 6.1 with hn D h and let
�nW
zS ! �Mn be the lifting of the embedding x�nW S !Mn . By Proposition 6.2, Mn

converges to the hyperbolic end facing Gr�=2.S; h/. In particular, we may assume
that Mn are all quasi-Fuchsian, so that �Mn is a concave region of H3 .

By Corollary 6.18, the family of embeddings .�n/n2N converges to the bending map
�1W . zS ; zh/!H3 , with bending lamination z�=2.

Let zr?n W zS
?
n ! @ �M ?

n be the 1–Lipschitz map defined in Lemma 6.5. We denote
by „n. zp/ the plane in H3 corresponding to zr?n .�

?
n . zp// and by „n.zq/ the plane

corresponding to zr?n .�
?
n .zq//.

We have that „n. zp/ and „n.zq/ are both support planes of @ �Mn . Now let us put
�n D d@ �M?

n
.zr?n .�

?
n . zp//; zr

?
n .�

?
n .zq///.

Since zrn decreases the distances we deduce that

(51) �n � dIIIn
.�n. zp/; �n.zq//�

�n

2
dzh?n

. zp; zq/:

We claim that „n. zp/ and „n.zq/ converge to the support planes of @ �M1 at �1. zp/
and �1.zq/ respectively.
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Let us explain how the conclusion follows. The claim ensures that it is possible to
construct a sequence of arcs z̨nW Œ0; 1�! @ �Mn such that

� each z̨n intersects each leaf of z�n at most once and transversely; moreover
endpoints of z̨n are contained in @ �Mn n

z�n ;
� endpoints of z̨n are close to „n. zp/ and „n.zq/ in the sense that we have that

d@ �M?
n
.z̨?n .0/; r

?
n .�

?
n . zp/// and d@ �M?

n
.z̨?n .1/; r

?
n .�

?
n .zq/// converge to 0;

� z̨n converges to a path z̨1 connecting the stratum of @ �M1 n z� containing
�1. zp/ with the stratum containing �1.zq/.

Thus we have �.z�=2; z̨/ D �.z�=2; z̨1/ D limn �.z�n; z̨n/. By (32), we have that
�.z�n; z̨n/D d

@ �Mn
.z̨?n .0/; z̨

?
n .1//, so we conclude that

�.z�=2; z̨/D lim
n
�n

and the conclusion of the Lemma follows from Equation (51).

In order to prove the claim recall that zr?n sends any point zx? of zS?n to a point in @ �M ?
n

that lies in the past of zx? (Lemma 6.5).

@ �Mn

zSn

�Mn

„n. zp/

T�n. zp/
zSn

�n. zp/

Figure 4: Convergence of the support planes

This implies „n. zp/ and T�n. zp/
zSn are disjoint planes. In particular we deduce

that „n. zp/ separates �n. zp/ from @ �Mn (see Figure 4). This easily implies „n. zp/

converges to the support plane of @ �M1 at �1. zp/ (that is unique by our assumption
that zp does not lie on z�). Analogously „n.zq/ converges to the support plane of @ �M1
at �1.zq/.

To conclude the proof of Proposition 6.20 we need to show that

(52) lim sup �ndzh?n
. zp; zq/� �.z̨; z�/:

In order to estimate �ndzh?n
. zp; zq/, we need the following result.
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Lemma 6.22 Let zU be any convex smooth surface in H3 and let zx; zy 2 zU such that
the support planes „zx and „zy at zx and zy intersect. Then the distance between zx and zy
with respect to the third fundamental form of zU is less than the angle between „zx
and „zy .

We first prove a 2–dimensional version of this lemma.

Sublemma 6.23 Let z& be a convex curve in H2 joining two points zx; zy . Suppose
that the support lines zlzx and lzy at zx and zy intersect. Then the angle they form is bigger
than the integral of the curvature of z& .

Proof By Gauss–Bonnet formula, the area bounded by lzx , lzy and z& is equal to the
difference between the wanted angle and the integral of the curvature.

Proof of Lemma 6.22 First we translate the condition that planes intersect in terms
of a condition of dual points zx? and zy? . Recalling that zx? and zy? are unit vector
orthogonal to the planes (and pointing in the concave region bounded by zU ), we easily
derive that „zx and „zy intersect if and only if the segment z�? joining zx? to zy? in dS3

is spacelike, in which case the angle between „zx and „zy coincides with the length
of z�? .

Let … be a timelike plane containing z�? . Since zU ? is an achronal surface, zU ?\…

is a curve containing zx? and zy? . Let z&? be the segment on zU ?\… connecting zx?

to zy? . Clearly, the length of z&? is greater than the distance on zU ? between zx? and zy? .
In order to conclude, it is sufficient to prove that the length of z&? is less than the length
of z�? .

Notice that this is a 2–dimensional problem. In fact, let ‡ be the timelike linear
3–space in R3;1 such that …D ‡ \ dS3 . The intersection ‡ \H3 is a hyperbolic
plane denoted by ƒ. Points on … correspond to planes of H3 that orthogonally
meet ƒ. In particular, points on … bijectively correspond to lines on ƒ and points
of ƒ correspond to spacelike lines of ….

Consider the curve z& on ƒ of points corresponding to support lines of z&? . Notice that
support lines at the endpoints of z& are „zx \ƒ and „zy \ƒ, so the angles these lines
form is equal to the angle between „zx and „zy and it is equal to the length of z�? . On
the other hand the length of z&? is equal to the integral of the curvature of z& . Thus the
conclusion follows from Sublemma 6.23 .

Given any geodesic z& 2 . zS ; zh/, we say that �n.z&/ is a short path if the support planes
at �n.z&.0// and �n.z&.1// intersect. If �n.z&/ is a short path, then we denote by
�n.z&/ 2 .0; �/ the angle between the support planes at its endpoints.
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Analogously, we say that �1.z&/ is a short path if the endpoints of �1.z&/ are outside the
bending lamination and the corresponding support planes intersect. In this case, �1.z&/
is the angle between such planes.

Clearly, if �1.z&/ is a short path, then �n.z&/ is definitively a short path and we have
that �n.z&/! �1.z&/.

Lemma 6.24 There exists �0 such that if z̨W Œ0; 1�! zS is a geodesic path for zh of
length less than �0 , then

� �1.z̨/ is a short path,

� �.z̨; z�/� �1.z̨/� .1C `zh.z̨//�.z̨;
z�/.

Proof The first point easily follows, since zS1 is invariant under the action of a
cocompact group of isometries of H3 .

About the second point, notice that the first inequality is given by Lemma 6.22. The
second inequality is more subtle. Choosing �0 sufficiently small, we can suppose that
either z̨ intersects only one isolated leaf of z� or it intersects no isolated leaf. In the
first case the second inequality is obvious.

Up to taking a smaller �0 , we may suppose that, if T is a hyperbolic triangle with
an edge e of length l � �0 and the angles #1; #2 adjacent to e less than �=4,
then the area of T is less than l#2 . Now take a geodesic z̨ on zS of length less
than � which does not intersect the isolated leaves of the lamination. Taking any
subdivision z̨.0/ D zp1; : : : ; zpmC1 D z̨.1/ of z̨ , we consider the support planes „i

of �1. zS/ at �1. zpi/. If the subdivision is sufficiently fine, then the angles #i

between „i and „iC1 are less than �=4. Now consider the boundary @K of the
convex set K obtained by intersecting the half-spaces bounded by „1; : : : ; „mC1

and containing �1. zS/. Notice that @K is a finite bent surface: indeed, its bending
lines are „i \„iC1 for every i such that „i and „iC1 are different. We claim that
�1.z̨/� .1C `zh.z̨//

P
#i . Taking a sequence of arbitrary fine subdivisions, we have

that
P
#i! �.z̨; z�/, so the second inequality follows from the claim.

In order to prove the claim we use an inductive argument. Notice that, if „1; „2; „3

are distinct, then „1 \„2 \„3 D ∅. Thus, there is a plane ƒ orthogonal to all of
them. The triangle T obtained by intersecting ƒ\„1 , ƒ\„2 and ƒ\„3 has
angles #1; #2 and � � x#1 , where x#1 is the angle formed by „1 and „3 .

Notice that the length of the edge between #1 and #2 is less than the distance be-
tween zp1 and zp2 , and so it is smaller than �0 . We conclude that the area of T is less
than dzh. zp1; zp2/#2 . In particular, we deduce that x#1 � #1C#2.1C dzh. zp1; zp2//.
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@K

z̨

zp1

zp2

zp3

zp4
zp5

„1

„2

„3
„4

„5

T

#1

#2

#3

x#1

x#2

If at least two planes among „1; „2; „3 coincide, then the area of T is zero, and so
x#1 D #1C#2 � #1C#2.1C dzh. zp1; zp2//.

Apply now the same argument to the planes „1; „3; „4 . If x#2 is the angle formed
by „1 and „4 , then x#2 �

x#1C #3.1C dzh. zp1; zp3// � x#1C #2.1C dzh. zp1; zp2//C

#3.1Cdzh. zp1; zp3//. Iterating this procedure, we deduce the angle between „1 and „m

is bounded by #1C#2.1Cdzh. zp1; zp2/C#3.1Cdzh. zp1; zp3//C� � �C#m.1Cdzh. zp1; zpm//

and this quantity is less than .1C `zh.z̨//
P
#i .

We can now prove (52). Fix � < �0 and subdivide the geodesic z̨ joining zp to zq into
segments z̨i of length less than � . Let zp D zp1; zp2; : : : ; zpmC1 D zq be endpoints of
such subdivision.

For n large, �n.z̨i/ are short paths and so by Lemma 6.22

lim sup dIII zSn
. zp; zq/�

mX
iD1

�.z̨i/:

On the other hand, applying Lemma 6.24 we deduce that
mX

iD1

�.z̨i/� �.z̨; z�/.1C �/:

The uniform convergence follows from the fact that the whole argument works as well,
if we consider sequences of points zpn! zp and zqn! zq belonging to a compact subset
of zS n z�. This concludes the proof of Proposition 6.20.

7 Behavior of the centers

In this section we want to discuss the behavior of the centers cn when h is fixed and
h?n! Œ�� in Thurston compactification. Our aim is to prove that the limit point(s) of cn
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does not only depend on h and Œ�� but also on the sequence h?n . As a consequence, we
will see that the analog of Theorem 1.12 does not hold if the sequence of centers .cn/

converges to a projective measured lamination; see Corollary 7.3.

Fix a hyperbolic metric h on S and let c be a point in the boundary of the augmented
Teichmüller space of S . Then let c0 be the unique complete hyperbolic metric of
finite area on S n� in the conformal class c , where � is the disjoint union of simple
closed curves 1; : : : ; l . Up to isotopy, we can assume that i is a geodesic for h and
we denote by `i the h–length of i . We will also denote by xS the surface obtained
from S by collapsing each i to a node �i .

We recall a construction of an infinite energy harmonic map f W .S n�; c0/! .S n�; h/

by Wolf [44]. For every i D 1; : : : ; l , choose a sequence si;n!C1 with si;n > 1.
Let Ui;C.s/ and Ui;�.s/ be the cusps of .Sn�; c0/ bounded by horocycles of length 1=s

near �i and let Ui.s/ WD Ui;C.s/[Ui;�.s/ and xUi.s/ WD Ui.s/[ i .

Fix an isometry �i;�W Ui;�.1/!U=.0;y/� .1;y/ with U D Œ0; 1��Œ1;C1/�H2 and
put on Ui;�.1/ the flat metric j‰i j induced by the quadratic differential ‰i D �

�
i;�.dz2/.

Define a new metric Lc on S n� which

� agrees with c0 outside
S

i Ui.1/ and with j‰i j on each Ui;�.1/,

� is in the conformal class c ,

� Lc is smooth away from @Ui.1/.

Let U n
i;�.s/ be the annulus Ui;�.s/ nUi;�.si;n/ and call U n

i .s/ WD U n
i;C.s/[U n

i;�.s/.
We denote by �n

i;�W U
n
i;�.1/! U=� the restriction of �i;� .

Then Sn is obtained from S by removing xUi.si;n/ from the cusps adjacent to i . Gluing
the seams together, we obtain a compact surface xSn with quadratic differentials ‰n

i

on xU n
i .1/ obtained restricting ‰i , with distinguished geodesics  n

i corresponding to
the seams and collars xU n

i .s/DU n
i .s/[

n
i . We will also define �n

i W
xU n

i .1/!U=� as

�n
i .p/D

(
�n

i;C.p/ if p 2 xU n
i;C;

1C 2i.si;nC 1/� �n
i;�.p/ if p 2 xU n

i;�:

Notice that the metric Lcn induced by Lc on xSn determines a point cn in T .S/: we will
denote by c0n the hyperbolic metric in the conformal class cn .

Notice that, hidden in this construction, there is an arbitrary choice of twists associated
to the gluings or, equivalently, to the charts �i;� .

Call fnW . xSn; cn/! .S; h/ the unique harmonic map in the given homotopy class [12].
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Theorem 7.1 (Wolf [44]) Up to subsequences, fn converges C 2;˛ to a harmonic
map f W .S n�; c/! .S n�; h/ on the compact subsets of S n� .

The Hopf differential ˆ of f looks like ˆ D .`2
i =4 C O.e�2�yı�i;�//‰i in each

cusp Ui;�.1/ of .S n�; c/. Moreover, the energy density e.f I Lc; h/! `2
i =2 and the

holomorphic energy density H.f I Lc; h/! `2
i =4 as y ı �i;�!C1.

We will assume throughout this section that we have already extracted a good subse-
quence (which we will still call fn ) so that the above theorem holds.

Now let h?n be the metric on S antipodal to h with respect to .fn/�cn . Because of the
theorem, h?n converges to some h? smoothly away from � .

Proposition 7.2 Let 1Db1D� � �Dbr >brC1�� � ��bl >0 and put si;nD .ai=`i/t
bi
n ,

where ai > 0 and tn!C1. Then, up to subsequences, cn! Œb11C� � �C bll � and
h?n! Œa11C � � �C arr � in Thurston compactification of T .S/.

Corollary 7.3 If h is fixed and h?n! Œ�� in Thurston compactification, then cn does
not necessarily converge to Œ��. If h is fixed and cn! Œ�� in Thurston compactification,
then h?n does not necessarily converge to Œ�� and so the cyclic flow centered at cn does
not necessarily converge to an earthquake along � (with any normalization).

In order to prove Proposition 7.2, we need to estimate the transversal length trli
.c0n/,

that is, the width of a standard c0n –collar of  n
i bounded by hypercycles of length 1.

Lemma 7.4 The extremal length of i at cn satisfies

1

C1C 2.ai=`i/t
bi
n

� Exti
.cn/�

`i

2ai t
bi
n

and so trli
.c0n/� 2bi log tn .

Proof By construction, . xU n
i .1/; Lcn/ contains a flat cylinder of circumference 1 and

height 2.ai=`i/t
bi
n and so the extremal length satisfies

Exti
.cn/�

`i

2ai t
bi
n

:

On the other hand, consider a metric e2u Lcn on xSn which is in the conformal class cn ,
which agrees with Lcn on xSnn

S
j¤i
xU n
j and such that the e2u Lcn –area of xU n

j is bounded
by a fixed constant for j ¤ i and the distance between the two boundary components
of xU n

j is at least 1. For instance, one can define eu be constantly 1=sj ;n on the
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regions xU n
j .2/ for all j ¤ i , which interpolates between 1 and 1=sj ;n on xU n

j .1/n
xU n
j .2/

for j ¤ i , and which is constantly 1 elsewhere.

Then `i
.e2u Lcn/D 1 and Areae2u Lcn

.S/ � C1C 2.ai=`i/t
bi
n where C1 is a constant

that depends only on �.S/ and k . Hence,

Exti
.cn/�

1

C1C 2.ai=`i/t
bi
n

:

As Exti
.cn/! 0, Maskit’s estimate (see Maskit [27]) gives `i

.c0n/ � � Exti
.cn/

and so trli
.c0n/��2 log `i

.c0n/� 2bi log tn .

For each i , fix an open neighbourhood Ai � . xS ; c/ of �i whose closure does not
contain any zero of ˆ, and such that .Ai n �i ; jˆj/ is the union of two annuli. More-
over, choose standard h–collars Ri � .S; h/ around i such that Ri � f .Ai/. By
Wolf’s construction (see [44]), outside

S
i f
�1.Ri/ the Hopf differential ˆn of fn

converges C 1;˛ to ˆ.

Here we recall that, by definition,

hD 2.fn/� Re.ˆn/C e.fnI Lcn; h/ Lcn;

where e.fnI Lcn; h/ is the energy density; moreover, by Equation (2) in Section 3.4,

.fn/� Re.ˆn/D
1

4
h..E � b2

n/�; �/;

and so bn converges C 1;˛ to b outside
S

i Ri .

Notice that the horizontal (resp. vertical) directions of ˆn are exactly the eigenspaces
of bn corresponding to the smaller (resp. bigger) eigenvalue.

Lemma 7.5 Fix a small " > 0. Up to shrinking Ri and for n large enough,ˇ̌̌̌
4

`2
i

ˆn

‰n
i

� 1

ˇ̌̌̌
< "2;ˇ̌̌̌

2

`2
i

e.fnI Lcn; h/� 1

ˇ̌̌̌
< 2"2;

in every f �1
n .Ri/.

Proof Up to shrinking Ri , we can assume that Ri � fn. xU
n
i .3// and there we haveˇ̌̌̌

4

`2
i

ˆ

‰i
� 1

ˇ̌̌̌
< "2=2;

ˇ̌̌̌
4

`2
i

H.f I Lc; h/� 1

ˇ̌̌̌
< "2=2;

where H.f I Lc; h/D 1
2
k@f k2 is the holomorphic energy density of f .
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As f �1
n j@Ri

! f �1j@Ri
, for n large enough f �1

n .@Ri/ is contained inside xU n
i .2/.

Moreover, we have that .�n
i;�/�ˆn! .�i;�/�ˆ in a compact neighbourhood Ki;� of

�n
i;�.f

�1
n .@Ri/\U n

i;�/ and so

4

`2
i

ˇ̌̌̌
.�n

i;�/�
ˆn

‰n
i

� .�i;�/�
ˆ

‰i

ˇ̌̌̌
< "2=2

in Ki;� . Thus,
4

`2
i

ˇ̌̌̌
.�n

i /�
ˆn

‰n
i

� 1

ˇ̌̌̌
< "2

in Ki;� . Because �n
i;� is holomorphic and ˆn=‰

n
i is a holomorphic function on f �1

n .Ri/,
the same estimate holds in f �1

n .Ri/ for n large enough.

In a similar way, if Hn DH.fnI Lcn; h/, then the energy density and the Jacobian of fn

are given by

e.fnI Lcn; h/DHnC
jˆnj

2

j‰n
i j

2Hn

; J .fnI Lcn; h/DHn�
jˆnj

2

j‰n
i j

2Hn

> 0;

which implies Hn > jˆnj=j‰
n
i j> .`

2
i =4/.1� "

2/ on f �1
n .Ri/.

On the other hand (see [43], for instance),

�cn
logHn D 2Jn > 0;

and so �cn
log.4Hn=`

2
i /� 0 on xU n

i .2/. As log.4Hn=`
2
i / < "

2=2 on @f �1
n .Ri/ for n

large, we obtain Hn � .`
2
i =4/.1C "

2=2/ on f �1
n .Ri/ and so the wished estimate

for e.fnI Lcn; h/.

Thanks to the previous lemma, we can draw a few consequences.

Corollary 7.6 (i) The metric h? has nodes at � and h?n! h? in the augmented
Teichmüller space.

(ii) In the whole f �1
n .Ri/ found in the above lemma, the bigger eigenvalue � of bn

is greater than 1=2" for large n.

Proof As for (i), notice that h?nD�2 Re.ˆn/Ce.fnI Lcn; h/ Lcn . Because of Lemma 7.5,
for every ">0 there exists Ri such that, for n>n."/, the h?n –norm of .fnı.�

n
i /
�1/�@x

is at most 2"`i the hn –norm of .fnı.�
n
i /
�1/�@y is at most 2"`i . Thus, `i

.h?n/� 2"`i

and so `i
.h?n/! 0. As h?n! h? on the compact subsets of S n� , we conclude h?

has nodes at i and the sequence converges in the augmented Teichmüller space.
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As for (ii), the identities seen in Section 3, Equation (2), f �n hD2 Re.̂ n/Ce.fnI Lcn;h/Lcn

and f �n h..E � b2
n/�; �/D 4 Re.ˆn/, give

h..E � b2
n/.fn/�v; .fn/�v/

h..fn/�v; .fn/�v/
D

4 Re.ˆn/.v; v/

2 Re.ˆn/.v; v/C e.fnI Lcn; h/ Lcn.v; v/

for any vector tangent v to xU n
i .1/. Choosing v D .�n

i /
�@y , we obtain

h..E � b2
n/.fn/�v; .fn/�v/

h..fn/�v; .fn/�v/
�
`2

i .�1C 3"2/

4`2
i "

2

on xU n
i .1/\f

�1
n .Ri/ and so 1� �2 � .�1=4"2/C 1 there, that is � � 1=2".

Up to subsequences, we can assume that h?n converges to a point Œ�� in Thurston
boundary. Notice that � must be supported on 1[� � �[l and so �Dw11C� � �Cwll

with w1; : : : ; wl � 0.

We will show that Œ��D Œa11C � � �C arr �, and so the result will not depend on the
chosen subsequence.

Let .�n/n2N be a sequence of positive numbers such that �n`h?n
! �.�; �/.

Lemma 7.7 For every i , we have �n`isi;n! wi as n!1.

Proof Let " > 0. We can choose a collar i �Ri � S such that tr.bn/ > 2=" on Ri

and j 4

`2
i

ˆn�‰
n
i j< "

2j‰n
i j on f �1

n .Ri/ for n large.

As f �1
n ! f �1 on S n� , we can assume that there exists xy > 1 such that for n large,

xU i
n.1/� f

�1
n .Ri/� xU

i
n.xy/.

By abuse of notation, denote just by .x;y/ the Euclidean coordinates on Ri given by
the parametrization �n

i ıfn .

By writing the relation 4Re.ˆn/D h..E � b2
n/�; �/ in coordinates on Ri and taking

the determinant, we obtain

(53) .1C �."//`2
i dx ^ dy D

q
tr.bn/2� 4 !h;

where j�."/j< "2 for n large, by Lemma 7.5.

By Corollary 7.6(ii), .1� "2=2/ tr.bn/�
p

tr.bn/2� 4� tr.bn/ for n large.

Multiplying by �n both hand sides of Equation (53) and integrating over Ri , we get

(54) �n.1� "
2=2/

Z
Ri

tr.bn/!h � �n.1C �."//`
2
i

Z
Ri

dx ^ dy � �n

Z
Ri

tr.bn/!h:
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Now,

(55) �n`
2
i .si;n� xy/� �n`

2
i

Z
Ri

dx ^ dy � �n`
2
i si;n;

and �n

R
Ri

tr.bn/!h! wi`i by Proposition 6.16.

The result follows by comparing Equations (54) and (55).

Proof of Proposition 7.2 By Lemma 7.4 and Maskit’s estimate, we immediately
obtain that cn! Œb11C � � �C bll �.

By Lemma 7.7,
wi

wj
D lim

n

`isi;n

j̀ sj ;n
D lim

n

ai t
bi
n

aj t
bj
n

;

which shows that Œ��D Œa11C � � �C arr �.

8 The landslide flow on the universal Teichmüller space

In this section we show how the construction of the landslide flow L extends to the
universal Teichmüller space. We believe that this S1 action on the product of two
copies of the universal Teichmüller space can be of independent interest, but limit our
investigations here to its definition and to checking that it is nontrivial.

8.1 Minimal Lagrangian maps and the universal Teichmüller space

The universal Teichmüller space TU can be defined as the quotient of the group QS of
quasisymmetric homeomorphisms of the circle by composition on the left by projective
transformations; see eg [14]. We will show here that the map L defined above extends
to a circle action L on TU � TU . This is based on the following statement.

Theorem 8.1 [9] Let x 2 QS . There exists a unique quasiconformal minimal
Lagrangian diffeomorphism mW H2!H2 such that @mD x .

We call g the hyperbolic metric on H2 , and r its Levi–Civita connection. It follows
from the basic facts on minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphisms, as recalled in Section 1.5,
that there exists a unique bundle morphism bW T H2! T H2 such that
� m�g D g.b�; b�/,
� det.b/D 1,
� b is self-adjoint for g ,
� b satisfies the Codazzi equation: drb D 0.

Since m is quasiconformal, b has eigenvalues in Œ�; 1=�� for some � > 0; see [9].
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8.2 An extension of L to the universal Teichmüller space

The construction of the S1 –action is based on the following definition and lemma.

Definition 8.2 Let x 2 QS and let ei� 2 S1 . Let mW H2 ! H2 be the unique
quasiconformal minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism such that @m D x , and let
bW T H2! T H2 be as above. We call

ˇ� D cos.�=2/EC sin.�=2/Jb;

and set g� WD g.ˇ��; ˇ��/ and g?
�
D g.ˇ�C��; ˇ�C��/.

Lemma 8.3 With the notation above, g� and g?
�

are complete hyperbolic metrics
on H2 . The identity map from .H2;g� / to .H2;g?

�
/ is minimal Lagrangian and

quasiconformal.

Sketch of the proof The fact that g� and g?
�

have curvature �1 follows from the
same argument as in the proof of Proposition 1.7; we do not repeat it here. Moreover,
the argument given in the proof of Theorem 1.10 also shows that the identity map
from .H2;g� / to .H2;g?

�
/ is minimal Lagrangian.

To check that the identity between .H2;g/ and .H2;g� / is quasiconformal, it is
sufficient to prove that the eigenvalues of the bundle morphism tˇ� �ˇ� are between �0

and 1=�0 , for some �0 > 0 depending on � . However det.ˇ� / D 1 by definition, so
that tˇ� �ˇ� has determinant 1. To compute its trace, notice that

tˇ� �ˇ� D cos2.�=2/EC sin2.�=2/b2
C cos.�=2/ sin.�=2/.Jb� bJ /

and that tr.Jb/D tr.bJ /D 0. It follows that

tr.tˇ� �ˇ� /D 2 cos2.�=2/C sin2.�=2/ tr.b2/:

Since the eigenvalues of b are in Œ�; 1=��, it follows that the identity between .H2;g/

and .H2;g� / is quasiconformal, and that g� and g?
�

are complete.

As a consequence we can give the definition of the action considered here. Let
 ; ? 2 QS represent points Œ �; Œ ?� 2 TU . Then x WD  ? ı �1W S1! S1 is a
quasisymmetric homeomorphism: let mW H2!H2 be the unique quasiconformal min-
imal Lagrangian diffeomorphism with @mD x . We can then define a bundle morphism
bW T H2! T H2 as above, as well as two hyperbolic metrics g� and g?

�
associated

to � and b , as in Section 3. Lemma 8.3 shows that the identity between .H2;g� /

and .H2;g?
�
/ is minimal Lagrangian.
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Since g� is hyperbolic, .H2;g� / is isometric to the hyperbolic plane. The identity
between .H2;g/ and .H2;g� / therefore determines a quasiconformal diffeomor-
phism ‰� between .H2;g/ and H2 , well-defined up to composition on the left, with
boundary value  � 2 QS . Similarly, the identity map from .H2;g/ to .H2;g?

�
/

determines a quasiconformal map ‰?
�

between the hyperbolic plane and itself, with
boundary value  ?

�
2QS . Then ‰?

�
ı‰�1

�
is a quasiconformal minimal Lagrangian

diffeomorphism by Lemma 8.3. We define L as

Lei� .Œ �; Œ ?�/D .Œ � �; Œ 
?
� �/:

To establish a relation between TU and TS , fix a hyperbolic metric h0 on S and a
universal covering map H2Š . zS ; zh0/! .S; h0/, so that �0W �1.S/! PSL2.R/ is the
associated holonomy representation. Given Œh� 2 TS , we can consider the lift zh of h

to H2 and let � be its holonomy representation. The identity map from .H2; zh0/ to
.H2; zh/ determines a quasiconformal diffeomorphism ‰ of H2 to itself, with boundary
value  2QS , that conjugates the action of �0 on H2 to the action of � .

Let iS W TS ,! TU be the canonical embedding of Teichmüller space of S in the
universal Teichmüller space defined as iS .Œh�/D Œ �.

Proposition 8.4 The restriction via iS of L to TS � TS � TU � TU is the landslide
action L.

Proof Let Œ �D iS .Œh�/ and Œ ?�D iS .Œh
?�/ be points of iS .TS /�TU . Let � and �?

be the holonomy representations of h and h? respectively. Then  and  ? are the
boundary values of quasiconformal maps ‰;‰?W H2!H2 which are conjugating �0

to actions � and �? on H2 . By construction, g� D zh� is �–invariant and g?
�
D zh?

�
is

�?–invariant; moreover, ‰� (resp. ‰?
�

) conjugates the action of �0 to the action of
the holonomy representation �� of h� (resp. the holonomy representation �?

�
of h?

�
).

Hence, .Œ � �; Œ ?� �/2 iS .TS /� iS .TS /� TU �TU , and the restriction of L to TS �TS

coincides with L, as claimed.

Theorem 8.5 The map L defines a nontrivial action of S1 on TU .

Sketch of the proof To prove that L determines an action of S1 , it is sufficient
to check that, Lei� .Lei�0 .Œ �; Œ ?�//D Lei.�C�0/.Œ �; Œ ?�/, for all �; � 0 2 R and all
Œ �; Œ ?� 2 TU .

However, this follows from the fact that ‰?
�
ı‰�1

�
is minimal Lagrangian, followed by

the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.8; so we do not repeat them here.

The nontriviality of L is clear, since L is nontrivial in all the copies of Teichmüller
spaces of surfaces of finite genus; see Proposition 8.4.
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9 Applications, extensions, and questions

This section contains a brief outline of some possible applications of the landslide flow
developed here, and of some open questions.

9.1 Holomorphic disks in Teichmüller space

One obvious consequence of Theorems 1.15 and 5.1 is the existence of many holo-
morphic disks in Teichmüller space of S : given h; h0 2 T with h ¤ h0 and given
� 2 S1 n f1g there exists h? 2 T and a holomorphic map C�.h; h

?/W x�! T from the
unit disk in C to Teichmüller space of S , such that C1.h; h

?/D h and C�.h; h
?/D h0 .

It is of course conceivable that the disks obtained in this manner for two different
values of h0 have the same image. However, there are reasons to believe that it is
not often the case. If this is correct, it would mean that the landslide disks provide a
.12g� 11/–dimensional family of holomorphic disks in T .

9.2 Other questions

There are many remaining questions concerning the landslide flow or its complex
extension, mostly motivated by the analogy with the earthquake flow. Some of those
statements can be translated in terms of 3–dimensional hyperbolic or AdS geometry.
We give here a short list of example of possible questions.

Smooth grafting as homeomorphism Recall that Scannell and Wolf [35] proved
that, for � 2ML fixed, the map h 7! gr�.h/ is a homeomorphism of T . When h 2 T
is fixed, the map � 7! gr�.h/ is also a homeomorphism from ML to T ; see Dumas
and Wolf [11].

It is tempting to ask whether those statements can be extended to the smooth grafting
map sgr . Note that in this setting the two statements above concerning the grafting
map—with the measured lamination fixed, and with the hyperbolic metric fixed—are
now merged into one, since the two hyperbolic metrics that occur in the map sgr play
symmetric roles.

Question 9.1 Let s 2 .0; 1/, and let h 2 T . Is the map h? 7! sgrs.h; h
?/ a homeo-

morphism from T to T ?

This statement can be translated in terms of the geometry of hyperbolic ends, in the
following, essentially equivalent question.
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Question 9.2 Let h; c 2 T and let K 2 .�1; 0/.

� Is there a unique hyperbolic end with conformal structure at infinity c , and
containing an embedded surface of constant curvature K with induced metric
proportional to h?

� Is there a unique hyperbolic end with conformal structure at infinity c , containing
an embedded surface of constant curvature K with third fundamental form
proportional to h??

The action of the landslide flow at infinity It is quite natural to wonder to what
extend the landslide flow can be extended to Thurston boundary of Teichmüller space.
One side of this question is already answered above in Section 6, concerning the limit
of L to the earthquake flow when one of the parameter converges to Thurston boundary
and the other is fixed. However other questions can be asked, in particular in light of
the results of Wolf [44] on the behavior of harmonic maps at the boundary of T .

The landslide flow as a Hamiltonian flow Consider a fixed measured lamination
� 2ML. The flow of earthquakes along � is the Hamiltonian flow of the length
of �, considered as a function on T , with respect to the Weil–Petersson symplectic
structure. In a similar way, is the landslide flow the Hamiltonian flow of some functional
on T � T ?

The data at infinity of hyperbolic ends For all K 2 .�1; 0/, there is a parameteriza-
tion of CP by T �T , with a complex projective structure P corresponding to .h; h?/ if
the hyperbolic end E with complex projective structure P at infinity contains a surface
of constant curvature K with induced metric proportional to h and third fundamental
form proportional to h? .

There is also another parameterization of CP by the space of couples .h; b/, where
h 2 T and where b is a bundle morphism which is self-adjoint for h and satisfies the
Codazzi equation and det.b/D 1.

Given a CP1 –structure P , we can also consider the data at infinity I� and III� of the
corresponding hyperbolic end, as defined by Krasnov and the third author in [22], and
take the limit as K! 0. Is it true that h and h? limit to I� and III� respectively?
And that the traceless part of B , suitably renormalized, converges to B�?

Landslides on the universal Teichmüller space Section 8 on the universal Teich-
müller space leaves a number of elementary questions unanswered. One natural
question is whether for fixed Œ �; Œ ?� 2 TU the map ei� ! L1

ei�
.Œ �; Œ ?�/ extends

to a holomorphic disk in TU , as for the landslide action on the Teichmüller space of a
closed surface.
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Another natural question is whether all fixed points of the landslide action on TU �TU

are on the diagonal.

Cone singularities It appears possible that all the results obtained here extend from
closed hyperbolic surfaces to finite volume hyperbolic surfaces, and more generally
to hyperbolic surfaces with cone singularities (perhaps of angle less than � ). The
3–dimensional AdS or hyperbolic part of the picture would then be filled with 3–
dimensional AdS or hyperbolic manifolds with “particles”, as considered eg in [21], by
Moroianu and the third author in [32] and by Lecuire and the third author [26].

Appendix A Cyclic flow for Teichmüller space of flat 2–tori

Let T WD R2=Z2 be a real compact 2–torus and denote by T .T / the space of flat
metrics of area 1 on T up to isotopy.

It is well-known that there is an identification

H2
Š SO2.R/nSL2.R/ �! T .T /;

ŒM � 7! ŒgM �;

where gM WDM �.dx2C dy2/DM T M is the flat metric,

J D

�
0 �1

1 0

�
and JM WDM�1JM is the complex structure on T associated to ŒM �.

Notice that, given two points ŒgM � and ŒgN � in T .T /, we have that the identity map
idM;N W .T ;gM /! .T ;gN / is harmonic and it is a Teichmüller map. Moreover, all
the other harmonic (or Teichmüller) maps are obtained by composing idM;N with
translations.

Clearly, the energy density of idM;N is constantly

eM;N D
1

2
trŒ.M T M /�1.N T N /�D

1

2
tr.PT P / with P DNM�1 ;

and so the energy is EM;N D eM;N .

An easy computation shows that the absolute value squared of the Beltrami differential
and the quasiconformality coefficient are constantly

j�M;N j
2
D

E � 1

EC 1
; KM;N DEC

p
E2� 1:
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At the infinitesimal level, let P� WD e"X with X 2 sl2.R/. So

EM;P"M D 1C tr
��

X CX T

2

�2�
"2
C o."2/;

j�M;P"M j D

s
tr
��

X CX T

2

�2�
"
p

2
C o."/;

KM;P"M D 1C

s
2 tr
��

X CX T

2

�2�
"C o."/:

Hence, the tangent vector in TŒgM �T .T / corresponding to the path " 7! P"M , whose
associated infinitesimal Beltrami differential is P�D .d=d"/�M;P"M j"D0 , has Teich-
müller and Weil–Petersson norms equal to

k P�kT D k P�k1 D

s
1

2
tr
��

X CX T

2

�2�
D

�Z
T
k P�k2dAgM

�1=2

D k P�kWP :

Now, we want to consider the Minkowski model for H2 . Denote by K be the Killing
form K.X;Y /D 4 tr.XY / on the Lie algebra sl2.R/. The map

SL2.R/ �! sl2.R/;

M 7!
1

2
p

2
JM ;

embeds H2 D SO2.R/nSL2.R/ as one of the components of the .�1/–sphere
S.�1/ WD fX 2 sl2.R/ jK.X;X /D�1g.

Hence, K induces a scalar product h � ; � i on H2 that can be expressed as

� cosh.dH2.ŒM �; ŒN �//D hŒM �; ŒN �i D
1

2
tr.JM JN /D�EM;N ;

because JQD det.Q/.QT /�1J for every Q 2 GL2.R/. Thus dH2 D 2dT D 2dWP .

Let h; h? 2 T .T / and pick M;M ? 2 SL2.R/ such that h D gM and h? D gM? .
Clearly, idM;M? W .T ; h/! .T ; h?/ is minimal Lagrangian and the gM –self-adjoint
operator b is

b DM�1
p

PT PM with P DM ?M�1 ;

where
p

PT P is the positive square root. Note that det.b/ D 1. Then the center
c 2 T .T / of .h; h?/ corresponds to the matrix C D 1=

p
det.EC b/M.EC b/.
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Let
p

b be the positive square root of b , considered as a self-adjoint endomorphism
for gM —that is,

p
bDM�1

pp
PT PM . Since b has determinant 1,

p
b is propor-

tional to EC b . An easy computation using this fact shows that

JM D
p

bJC

p
b
�1
; JM? D

p
b
�1

JC

p
b:

Since
p

b is self-adjoint for gM and of determinant 1, JM

p
bD
p

b
�1

JM . One can
also conclude that

cosh dH2.ŒM �; ŒM ?�/D
1

2
tr.b2/;

cosh dH2.ŒM �; ŒC �/D cosh dH2.ŒC �; ŒM ?�/D
1

2
tr.b/;

and so dH2.ŒM �; ŒM ?�/D2 log � and dH2.ŒM �; ŒC �/DdH2.ŒC �; ŒM ?�/D log � , where
� � 1 is the larger eigenvalue of b . Hence, ŒC � 2H2 is the midpoint between ŒM �

and ŒM ?�.

As JC D JM b , the matrix corresponding to h� is

M� DM.cos.�=2/EC sin.�=2/JM b/DMe.�=2/JC ;

where Me.�=2/JC is the matrix associated to the point of H2 obtained by rotating ŒM �

of an angle � about the center ŒC �.

This shows that the cyclic flow on T .T /� T .T /ŠH2 �H2 is the rotation about the
center.
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